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PREFACE 

Most people, I have found, can be brought to take an interest 

in yard shrines. At first this surprised me; I felt the yard shrine 

could be looked upon as too humble or too obscure an object to merit 

attention. But 1 have come to see that shrines offer two sources of 

fascination that are fundamental. One is persuasion. The shrine-maker 

has made an effort, using means we intuitively respond to, to attract 

our attention toward a point of view or expression of feeling that is 

important to him or her. The other source of fascination is simply 

that the image within the shrine is, like us, human. 

I would even claim that in general the attraction of these two 

elements—the human and the formal—lies at the heart of scholarly 

motivation. Some of us react to the attraction we feel by going to 

great lengths to solve its mystery and shape its meanings into a 

pattern. When we do so analytically, according to a standardized 

method, we are called scholars. 

It may fairly be asked whether, as a non-member of the culture 

that produces yard shrines, I can appropriately offer explanations of 

their meaning. My experience is that the insider's understanding and 

the outsider's understanding of any given cultural phenomenon will 

differ sufficiently to serve as useful complements to each other. 

Their domains of knowledge may overlap, but each has his or her sphere 

of greater authority. Persons who live within a culture and identify 
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themselves with it have excellent information about how it feels to 

work with the elements and relationships of that culture. They can 

best assert, maintain, and develop the value and dignity of their 

group's way of life. It is they who serve as appropriate final judges 

of how their customs and traditions should be carried on, or even not 

carried on. As to those of us outside the culture—whether born 

outside or having stepped outside to become observers—we are well 

positioned to say how the culture's elements and relationships look. 

It is we who educate ourselves to see, record, and interpret, and who 

must do these things with skill and sensitivity if we are to command 

serious attention. 

Such is my task in this work, and in attempting it I received 

essential help from both of the groups described above. Members of my 

own "outsiders' subculture"—professors and fellow students—did their 

best to pass on to me the necessary skills and ideals. Those within 

the group of yard-shrine makers and their friends and neighbors 

informed and guided me with a generosity, patience, and openness of 

spirit that I, as a researcher and writer, would like very much to make 

my own. 

What is good about this work would not have come to fruition 

without the thoughtful critiques of Professor Leland R. Pederson and of 

Gary G. Peterson. Without the enthusiasm of Professor Daniel D. 

Arreola, and the encouragement and guidance of Professor Dennis 

Doxtater, I would not have developed, much less completed, the study. 
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And of course, without the loug-term support and confidence of 

Professor Thomas F. Saarinen, I would not have come to be a geographer 

at all. 
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ABSTRACT 

The Tucson yard shrine is a Catholic religious statue, smaller 

than life-size, within an open-fronted enclosure that is permanently 

placed—typically where it can be seen from the street—outdoors in a 

family's yard. Though I focused in this study on Hispanic shrines in 

Tucson, clearly shrines may appear among working-class Catholics of 

most ethnic origins. Within the study, households that put up a yard 

shrine tended to share not only a certain history but also a distinctive 

residential pattern. White-collar status predicts the absence of 

shrines among populations who otherwise might be expected to own them. 

xiii 



CHAPTER 1 

THE NATURE AND STUDY OF YARD SHRINES 

Driving down the street in certain Tucson neighborhoods—as in 

similar neighborhoods here and there throughout much of North America— 

you can glance at random into a front yard and discover that someone 

has had the extraordinary idea of displaying there a human image, set 

within a sort of man-made cave. 

This is the yard shrine. It is a feature of many blue-collar 

American landscapes and, like other kinds of shrine, it is for the 

believer the meeting place wherein man and god encounter each other 

upon the earth. Unlike other kinds of shrine, it has been little 

written about. Yet it is for me the most interesting kind of shrine 

because its existence depends upon no ancient circumstance—the 

pilgrimage, or the family hearth-altar—but upon a perfectly modern 

phenomenon which impinges on all of us at least visually. 

I refer to the particular kind of modest single-family 

dwelling, on its own boundable lot, that in our century became 

available to the mass of urban Americans. For there to be a yard 

shrine, there must be a yard. Not a communal outdoor space—I have 

never seen a yard shrine on the grounds of an apartment complex, or 

for that matter in a Mexican village where there are no fences between 

one house and the next. In my observation, there must be a yard that 

in terms of ownership and use is private. 

1 
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Another point of interest, if not of distinctiveness, is that 

the yard shrine as I have seen it is almost exclusively a blue-collar 

phenomenon. Why? Equally, why is it not exclusively a Mexican or 

Mexican-American phenomenon but one that is shared by other blue-

collar ethnic groups, from Canada to Mexico, that are Catholic or 

Catholic-influenced? 

I shall say at once that, so far as answering the above 

questions and others like them within this study, I have failed. That 

this is so, however, doesn't present itself to me as a discouragement. 

Yard shrines have barely begun to be studied. Besides faithfully 

recording whatever I could identify as relevant information, it was my 

task to discover just what the questions are about yard shrines that 

are worth asking. Those that I uncovered simply go beyond the data 

that can be collected in a study of one location. Further, they call 

for explanation, it seems to me, in terms of a theoretical basis that 

doesn't yet exist. 

The topic of yard shrines appears to me a worthy one because it 

is capable of generating large questions. The meaning of yard shrines 

touches upon the meaning and process of the family and its housing, of 

social class, of ethnic self-identity as these are evolving in America 

today. And approaching such inquiries through the study of the yard 

shrine brings to them a special perspective, that of the shrine's nature 

as symbolic object. 

A symbol, in one of its dictionary definitions, is "a visible 

thing that stands for or suggests something invisible or intangible." 
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Symbols are needed in human life, perhaps, because of the nature of 

human behavior, which is dual. It consists of both action and intent. 

As action, it is similar to the behavior or movement of other organisms 

and objects. As intent, it is what the actor had in mind either con

sciously or unconsciously when acting. The symbol may be seen as 

Unking together these two aspects of behavior. As an intention or set 

of intentions made concrete, it stands as a somewhat ambiguous guide to 

what an individual or group means by its actions. It is indirect 

evidence, the kind I will chiefly be using to get at the intent, the 

meaning, of the shrine custom. 

Why not just ask those who put up shrines why they do it? 

Initially I did ask and found, as at least one other researcher has done 

(Manzo 1984, 122-123), that the answers given—without (in my 

experience) appearing reticent or grudging—contain rather less informa

tion than do the shrines themselves. I feel there is more to be said 

about shrines than that "they are part of our religion" or even, "they 

are to protect the house." 

In general, I believe with Hugill (1984, 21) that what is called 

"cultural" behavior has specific motivations, even if in the case of 

certain acts (such as the formation or use of a symbol) the motivation 

may be too complex or obscure to be entirely examinable. I cannot help 

feeling that to rest upon "culture" as a sufficient explanation is, as 

the anthropologist Mary Douglas has phrased it in a not-too-dissimilar 

context, to "express bafflement in a learned way" (1970, 59). Specific 

explanation based on data and inferences about cultural objects, 
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including symbolic ones, is accepted practice in anthropology but still 

a matter for contention within my own field of cultural geography 

(Denevan 1983, 399-400). 

The Study Within its Social-Science Context 

The anthropologist Clifford Geertz has commented on the 

triteness of studying religion to illuminate social process (1973, 88). 

But, at least in the work cited, he does not suggest that such an 

approach has been exhausted in its application to present-day American 

society. Further, in the view of Erich Isaac, the religious analysis of 

a spatial phenomenon has still not been tried: "It is my conviction 

that the key to a methodology for a geography of religion lies in the 

study of religion itself and that mere ".lassification of types of 

effect"—he refers specifically to works of Deffontaines, Fickeler, and 

LeBras—"does not touch the heart of the problem" (1961, 17). The 

spatial and landscape aspects of religion have been taken up within 

various scholarly disciplines, including (as will be shown) geography, 

history (Chapter 2, below), comparative religion, and to some extent 

anthropology. But it is usually the case that either the religious 

nature of the spatial phenomenon is not analyzed, or the spatial nature 

of the religious phenomenon is not analyzed. With few exceptions (e.g., 

Doxtater 1984), one element is treated as incidental while the other is 

presented as a medium for analyzing social-cultural processes. 

Geographic study has centered on religious belief as it affects 

human activity and the landscape (Sopher 1967). Two approaches have 

been widely used: (1) distribution and diffusion and (2) landscape 
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study. "Kniffen-style" American studies have often used the former 

approach (e.g., Clark 1960; Nolan 1983; Zelinsky 1961). But landscape 

studies may also be cited, both of areas (e.g., Bjorklund 1964; 

Francaviglia 1978) and of landscape elements (e.g., Francaviglia 1971; 

Harvey 1979). The methodology of any of these studies does not appear 

to differ from that which would be used if the study were of a non-

religious landscape, and the same may be said of yard-shrine studies 

that have come to my attention (Curtis 1980; Manzo 1984; see also 

Vargas, N.D., for an art-historical approach). Rather, the premise of 

these and many other landscape studies seems to be "landscape as clue 

to culture," that is, that a given man-influenced landscape, portion of 

the landscape, or landscape artifact can provide insight into the char

acteristics of a culture or society (Lewis 1979, 15ff). Lewis says that 

"most items in the human landscape are no more and no less important 

than other items—in terms of their role as clues to culture" (1979, 

18). But this leaves still to be addressed the methodological 

question—how to study these "items"—and, as well, the question of how 

to draw together such studies into larger units of interpretation. 

Approaches to the Present Study 

These concerns bring me back to my point of departure. 

Analysis in terms of religion can be a powerful interpretive tool, as 

most who have read Eliade will recognize, even if its use within 

geography has too often remained (to use Isaac's term) at the level of 

catalogue. But, as Doxtater has pointed out, even Eliade treats the 

spatial dimension as a subordinate element (Doxtater 1984, 5). Doxtater 
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suggests that space within the religious landscape (e.g., of a 

community) be analyzed as a primary organizing element of social 

meaning, a source of legitimation for the structure of the group. (At 

this point the definition of religious landscape might be broadened, as 

Isaac has suggested [1959, 18] and Doxtater briefly demonstrated [1984, 

14-15], to include landscapes shaped by a dominant ideology, whether or 

not it is religious.) Only J.B. Jackson, so far as I know, has 

approached making such an analysis (Jackson 1979). The idea seems one 

that geographers, with our awareness of the spatial dimension and our 

well-developed techniques for its analysis, are suited to investigate. 

In the past such techniques (with their quantitative emphasis) 

have not, perhaps, been much applied to the study of symbolic objects, 

those that express our intentionality and so embody our values, norms, 

and concerns. I would not like to think that the techniques we take 

most seriously have been left unapplied because, as has been suggested, 

the subject is not one we take seriously enough (Meinig 1973, 46; Sopher 

1981, 519). On the other hand, as has also been suggested, it may be 

important that in dealing with the geographic aspect of symbols we go 

to those who have already treated their other aspects- Meinig cites 

"essayists, novelists, and poets, painters and photographers, historians 

and social philosphers" (1973, 46). He notes that ". . . the humanities 

have been dealing with related matters [i.e., related to "our sense of 

values, our ethics"] for centuries, and offer us a variety of examples 

of how to impose some sort of order" (ibid.). Art history has a 

particular relevance to this study because of the frequency with which 
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art objects exhibit important social and religious dimensions to their 

meaning (Clark 1970; Kroeber 1970; Wroth 1982). As the landscape may 

be "read against an awareness of what its forms mean in terms of the 

forces that shape and relate them" (Lewis 1979), so a work of art "may 

be 'read' through its stylistic characteristics to determine the meaning 

it conveys" (Wroth 1982, 2). Explanations of this type, though their 

methodology is capable of rigor, are neither "causal" nor "objective" in 

the sense of laboratory-science explanations (Goldmann 1970, 583). An 

important reason for this is that one account of a complex phenomenon 

does not logically exclude another (Wollheim 1970, 577). Factors of 

complexity in art works are various, including diachronicity, the human 

mixture of intent and act discussed above, and the circumstance that 

distant causes, so far as we know, are as likely as proximate ones to 

be important in determining form. 

Hypotheses 

Preliminary study led me to expect that the population among 

whom yard shrines occur is, in general, those Catholic or Catholic-

influenced blue-collar persons who have been touched by, but are least 

"assimilated" to, Anglo-American social and economic pressures. At the 

most general level I attempted to account for yard shrines on a 

principle of cultural heterogeneity, that the presence in the landscape 

of those unlike oneself would correlate with the presence of shrines. 

An adequate data base fully to demonstrate the above would 

draw from several communities and several ethnic groups among those 

wherein yard shrines occur. An adequate theoretical basis of 
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explanation would account both for the characteristics of this 

population and for the nature and location of sacred places in their 

communities. Though unable to complete tihese requirements within the 

scope of one study, I set out to test a more limited set of relation

ships that might prove helpful to an eventual synthesis. 

I hypothesized, first, that Tucson's Hispanic shrine owners can 

be distinguished from non-shrine owners in three ways that form a set 

of necessary and sufficient conditions: 

(1) a personal, historical motivation for having a shrine; 

(2) a set of demographic traits including (a) Roman Catholic 

religious belief, (b) blue-collar occupational status, (c) residence in a 

self-owned single-family dwelling, and (d) Hispanic (usually Mexican-

American) ethnicity; and 

(3) a distinctive pattern of ethnic residential segregation, 

different from that of their neighbors who do not have shrines. 

I hypothesized, second, that yard shrines within this population 

would differ from related outdoor artifacts—wall shrines, religious 

statues—in four ways that tend to define and distinguish their 

meanings: 

(a) aesthetic style; 

(b) use of space; 

(c) reasons given for owning them; and 

(d) the occupational status of their owners. 

* 
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The Yard Shrine in Its Religious, 
Social, and Spatial Worlds 

Having stated the study's premises, task, general approach, and 

hypotheses, and placed it in its context of social-science scholarship, 

in Chapter 2 I shall present the yard shrine as an outcome of briefly 

summarized religious and historical developments. Chapter 3 is devoted 

to the design of the study, its chosen areas, definitions, and data-

gathering techniques. In Chapter 4 I introduce the four types of yard 

artifact that were studied in order better to understand the yard 

shrine. I describe their distribution and their owners in the Mexican 

and Tucson study areas, followed in Chapter 5 by a discussion of the 

artifacts' appearance and its sources. In Chapter 6 I take up the idea 

of veneration and look at the ways it is carried out through 

motivation, behavior, and the choice and appearance of holy images. I 

then relate the shrines' devotional meanings, in Chapter 7, to their 

visual style and spatial placement, and develop the contrasts both 

among shrine types and between shrines and yard statues. It remains in 

Chapter 8 to summarize the study's findings and draw them together into 

an interpretation. In closing I shall suggest what the study's findings 

may imply both for future research and for the future of the yard-

shrine phenomenon itself. 



CHAPTER 2 

A BRIEF HISTORY OF SHRINES 

I have said that I am not disappointed at being unable to 

answer questions by this study, but there is one exception. I was 

unable to trace a beginning, in either' time or place, for the yard-

shrine custom. Its history seems not to have been documented either by 

scholars or by persons directly involved with the custom. In past 

study of popular artifacts, scholars have tended to choose certain 

types and ignore others (Lewis 1979, 19). Lewis implies that certain 

types of artifact carry less prestige than others, and this may be said 

of certain cultural origins as well. The products of Mexican-American 

culture have only recently attracted wide attention from outsiders, 

scholarly or otherwise (Arreola 1983, 112; Wroth 1977, 4). As to those 

who practice the yard shrine custom, they have naturally not looked 

upon shrines as an historical phenomenon to be documented, since part 

of the meaning and effectiveness of the sacred is that it is timeless— 

"ever present" and ever in the present (Eliade 1968, 329-331). 

However, public shrines, at least within the Western Christian 

tradition, do have a history. I will briefly show in this chapter that 

shrines have served as token and expression of social, political, and 

economic relations and that, era by era, they acquired meanings that 

they—and their descendant, the yard shrine—still have today. 

10 



The House of the God 

Religious structures can be seen as being of two types—the 

house of the congregation and the house of the god (Sopher 1967, 26). 

The shrine is the house of the god. Underlying this idea—underlying 

the idea of all dwellings, perhaps—is the raising of the World 

Mountain from out of pre-creation formlessness. "Temple, tomb, and 

altar were all representations of the primeval hill which emerged from 

the waters of primeval chaos" (Isaac 1961, 15). The World Mountain or 

primeval hill is order, form. It is also "navel of the earth"—point at 

which sacred and earthly space are joined and bonded (Eliade 1952, 

53-70; 1968, 316-319). In this interpretation, which assumes that 

shrines from different cultures share at least one level of meaning, 

the shrine symbolically recreates and asserts the cosmic order while 

emphasizing the inseparability of earth and the sacred, represented by 

the god. 

Shrines in Christian Antiquity 

The shrine form, perhaps in general, certainly in Hellenistic 

antiquity, appears to be based on a continuity or even identity among 

temple, house, and tomb. (It is probably during this period that the 

use of groves, springs, and caves was modified, through urban influence, 

by adding images to the altar and its enclosure.) All three architec

tural types were seen as dwellings and not much differentiated in form 

(Deffontaines 1948, 52-54). The spiritual inhabitants of each type of 

dwelling received the same attentions of prayer, feasting, sacrifice, 

and offerings. 



Tombs, household altars, and outdoor shrines and temples, all 

existing in pre-Christian antiquity, were changed in religious meaning 

and social context by Christianity's use of them. First, instead of a 

god or other non-human representative of power, a saint or other 

deceased human being interceded with the invisible world for those 

still living (Brown 1981, 5-6; Delehaye 1927, 151-153). Second, the 

saint or other deceased being was present within the shrine in his full 

being and potency. Presence was attested by signs and miracles, 

especially in answer to prayers; and presence depended on the shrine's 

having a relic of the saint such as body parts or clothing (Brown 1981, 

3-4). 

Behind these specifics, of course, lay a whole world view. 

(The following discussion is based on that of the historian of religion 

Peter Brown, 1981.) The close relationship of living and dead implied 

by the cult of saints is only one of the new juxtapositions that Chris

tianity proposed for elements that the Classical world had kept 

carefully separated. Christianity also offered formats of relationship 

for such categorical opposites as: above/below, rich/poor, citizen/non-

person, city/wilderness. For example, women and the poor were given a 

civic role—the one as patron-worshippers, the other as theologically-

ordained objects of charity. (Compare Fustel de Coulanges 1922, 

especially pages 58-60 and 271ff, on the religious and civic non

existence of women and the poor in pre-Christian Hellenistic society.) 

Further, cemeteries as the locus of the new cult of saints became 

social and even economic centers. They were able to create a sense of 



escape from the strictures of the walled city and to set up an 

exchange of influence between two worlds. Most important perhaps for 

the history of shrines is that the patron-client model of social 

relations was given a new basis. 

Patronage-clientage already operated in pre-Christian antiquity 

(Fustel de Coulanges 1922, 272-276). It may have served to mitigate 

the effects of centering power exclusively on heads of family and, in 

later Roman times, on imperial officials. It was—and is, for it is a 

widely-used and durable social structure—a non-institutional relation

ship between powerful family heads and their lower-status servitors. A 

servitor (who within the Roman class and legal structure could never 

hope in propria persona to attain great control over his life) could in 

effect, for services rendered, borrow his master's power to act and to 

obtain. A frequent consequence was that the servitor became a gateway 

to the master, protecting the latter from annoyance and adding to his 

status while accumulating influence over those who wanted the master's 

ear. 

The Christian placing of a human being—the saint or martyred 

dead—at the junction of visible and invisible worlds can be seen as 

adding another tier to the patronage model, thus: 

saint (heavenly patron) 
++ 

saint's client (equals earthly patron) 
++ 

earthly client 

The possession of saints' relics meant differential access to a scarce 

good, and shrines readily became a central token in power struggles. 



In Christian Rome and through much of the Middle Ages, the power of 

commanding socio-political allegiance and attracting economic develop

ment often lay with those—whether pope or emperor, bishop, abbot, or 

noble family—who would erect a shrine or church around the remains of 

a holy martyr (Brown 1981; Geary 1979). 

Medieval European Shrines 

Christianity, in fourth-to-twelfth century Europe, was thus 

wielded as a sociopolitical and economic tool largely through the cult 

of saints, their relics, and their shrines. Christianity was not a thing 

apart; it was information, reality. Much in the nature of a modern 

service-industrial center, centers of worship attracted both settlers 

and—that great Medieval social force—pilgrims. The religious "demand" 

and long social ferment of the period led to new objects of devotion, 

new locations, and changed criteria for the sacredness of shrines; and 

shrine patronage became incorporated into various social institutions 

such as the confraternity and the monastic order (Geary 1979; Rothkrug 

1979). 

In response to need, or simply as a result of the tendency of 

each locality to produce its own saints, a number of new saints 

appeared during the Middle Ages. Some were latter-day martyrs; many 

were churchmen of reputedly holy life ("confessors"); others were the 

semi-legendary ancestors of the nobility, or just "saintly" or 

"miraculous" local personages (Geary 1979, 14-19). A similar range of 

types may be found among Old Testament prophets, elders, heroes, and 

political leaders. In contradistinction to the saints new and old are 



the many new incarnations of Jesus and, especially, the Virgin Mary. 

Both of these types of holy personage, and the changes in the way their 

character was seen over several hundred years, are deeply involved with 

issues of social mobility, patronage, and (later) the Counter Reforma

tion renewal of Catholic faith and doctrine (Delumeau 1971, 217; 

Rothkrug 1979, 33-40, 54-61). Before the Reformation, one result of 

the saint-cult as worldly power base—especially as it operated through 

confraternities—was that ordinary people tended to be excluded system

atically from direct access to the saints who mediated with the 

invisible world (Rothkrug 1979, 39-40). 

Pressure on the saint cult to function as a power base also led 

to replacing relics, as a devotional object, with images (Nolan 1983, 

423). This happened during the twelfth century (Rothkrug 1979, 35). An 

outcome of this change is that the shrine's identity became—just as it 

had been in pre-Christian antiquity—primarily a matter of unique 

location (Rothkrug 1979, 64-65). But the Medieval shrine was not tied 

to any natural distinctiveness of place; rather, "means were found to 

symbolize height, grove, water, stone, and grotto wherever there was an 

object of veneration" (Nolan 1983, 422). 

Once a replicable image was substituted for a unique relic, the 

shrine also depended on its architectural form for its identity. It 

seems allowable to speculate that shrines of like architectural form 

came to be seen as carrying like potency. Such an idea, if valid, forms 

part of the rationale for vernacular shrines, such as yard shrines, 

whose images usually have no reputation. Certainly once the shrine's 
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distinctiveness becomes architectural, the shrine can be duplicated and 

generalized. As tombs once lined the Roman roads (Humphreys 1980, xv), 

saint-memorials were placed along the pilgrim roads of medieval Europe 

(Geary 1979, 13). They drew upon a vocabulary of forms referring both 

to natural landscape features and to current building styles. 

At the end of the Middle Ages, then, the Christian shrine had 

assumed much of its present-day character. It was a built form often 

including symbolized natural features; it displayed an image more often 

than a relic of a holy personage; and it was placed for public—specif

ically extracommunal—access. The succeeding age revised ideas about 

accessibility, however, in giving an individual and personal, rather than 

corporate, interpretation to the idea of devotion. 

Counter Reformation, the Colonies, and Social Change 

By the sixteenth century, at least, Catholic religion could no 

longer be equated with European identity (Wroth 1982, 21-25). Catholi

cism shared popular allegiance, geographic space, and political-economic 

control with Protestantism; and it labored to contain the secular in

tellectual values represented, in the fifteen hundreds, by the work of 

Copernicus and Machiavelli. If Catholicism lost its preeminence, 

however, it maintained and even renewed its energy. The Counter Refor

mation of the sixteenth century gradually became a vigorous, wide-

ranging movement (Benedict 1979; Delumeau 1971). On the one hand the 

Catholic church reformed itself through changes in doctrine, structure, 

and relationship to the faithful; on the other it perpetuated itself by 
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an integral connection (chiefly through the Jesuits) with sixteenth-

through-eighteenth century economic and geographic expansion. 

Counter Reformation development of the idea of an individual 

relationship with the object of devotion was in part an attempt to 

repair the damage to faith caused by the many, often corrupt and venal, 

intermediaries that Medieval church and society placed between the 

believer and the spiritual world. In part, too, the emphasis on 

individual relationship may be seen as drawing on the larger social 

trend to individualism. But along with this trend came a loss of 

religious unity even within Catholicism. 

The art historian William Wroth has made the point that what 

changed in Catholicism, as a world view, is that its meaning stopped 

being substantially the same for all its believers (Wroth 1982, 23). 

The Catholic world of the Renaissance and after was divided into an 

elite, who glorified man and his development, and the common people, 

who still perceived a God-centered universe. (Wroth attributes this 

loss of unity to the emergence of an economically-driven class system, 

replacing one in which essentially hereditary "bonds of obligation" held 

different groups together.) The cleft has implications both for the 

style of devotional images (a topic that will be taken up later) and 

for the role of religion in the lives of the two respective groups. 

In the age of colonization, the anthropologist Charles Gibson 

has gone so far as to say, major roles of Catholicism (later, perhaps, 

of Christianity in general?) were to justify conquest and to comfort 

the conquered in their socially and economically invalid state (Gibson 



1964, 98-135). As the relation of conqueror and conquered merged with 

that of gentry and peasant, one may assume that the same needs 

continued. Even Baroque art and architecture, in their content, have 

been described partly as vehicles for legitimating and harmonizing 

gentry-peasant polarity (Kelemen 1951, 14-15; Tapie 1957, 327-330). 

The Christian world after 1600 was of unprecedented geographic 

extent, and this had implications for devotional practice, iconography, 

and architectural styles. In general, an earlier European situation was 

replicated. Newly-assimilated populations served as a labor force for 

art and architectural work while mixing into their former belief 

systems the more efficacious-seeming Christian rites and holy 

personages (Wisdom 1952, 119-129). In both New and Old Worlds not only 

paganism but isolation, political repression, or lack of sympathy 

between church hierarchy and populace might lead to "unofficial" 

devotions which pursued an idiosyncratic development (Camara 1952, 

153-154; Nolan 1983, 456). The iconography was added to, and various 

missionizing holy orders influenced the popularity of certain saints and 

incarnations (Officer 1983), as did ethnic and probably class affilia

tions (Gibson 1964, 133). As in the case of regional cults, the earlier 

Colonial era produced the last true regional art and architectural 

styles. Powerful formal vocabularies were brought from Europe and 

translated—in conditions of isolation that no longer obtained by the 

later nineteenth century—through the indigenous physical milieu, 

craftsmanship, and perceptions. 
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In this era, it seems to me, are the roots of the more signifi

cant modern-day shrine practices. Public shrines apparently changed 

little, except for the substitution of current art and architectural 

styles, and these shrines continued to serve as objects of pilgrimage in 

the Catholic countries (Gibson 1964, 133; Nolan 1973). But in the 

conditions I have mentioned—isolation; cultural and religious hetero

geneity; social-ethnic polarity; and the development of individual 

devotional relationships it seems likely that private shrines became 

for the first time a real devotional force. 

The Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries: 
Yard Shrines 

Toward the eventual creation of the yard shrine, the nineteenth 

and early twentieth centuries in Europe and America contributed a 

number of necessary developments, which tended to be interconnected 

and cross-fertilizing: 

1. The heavy immigration to the United States of blue-collar 

Catholics from Europe and Mexico, creating groups culturally at 

variance with the majority and large enough, as well as densely enough 

settled, to function as social units within themselves. 

2. The maturation, in the now-United States, of mass 

production, transportation, and communication systems (e.g., factories, 

the railroad, the press) which allowed tastes, styles, building 

materials, and artifacts to become similar nationwide. 



3. Neo-Classic, Gothic, and other Revival styles in art and 

architecture, which furnish the specific stylistic details of most 

modern shrines* 

4. The socioeconomic dominance of Anglo-American (Protestant, 

north-European) culture with its implications for man-made landscape, 

specifically the influence of Romantic British landscape design as seen 

in the lot-line setbacks (and lawns) of suburbia. 

5. The idea of the suburb itself. 

The suburb brings together, in a way, all the previously-cited 

cultural developments; and the fruits of this marriage of Romanticism, 

economics, and technology eventually became available to blue-collar 

workers and their families in the form of a single-family dwelling on 

its own lot. Within the confines of this lot, personal expression is 

largely condoned; and building materials, mass-produced artifacts 

(including the religious), and a formal architectural vocabulary are 

available to guide such expression. What has resulted, in the form of 

the religious yard artifact, is the subject of investigation in the 

chapters that follow. 



CHAPTER 3 

STUDY AREA AND METHODS 

The study took place among the Hispanic population and their 

shrines in Tucson, with supplementary observations made in northern 

Mexico. 

Choosing the Study Area; Mexico 

I wished to compare the Tucsonan yard-shrine custom with that 

of Sonoran Mexico where, according to one study, most of Tucson's 

Mexican-Americans originate (study summarized in Officer 1964, 73, note 

1). To find whether culturally heterogeneous settings were associated 

with the presence of shrines, 1 chose four Mexican locales, two cities 

and two lengths of road with their nearby villages (Figure 3.1). 

Hermosillo, 184 road miles from the U.S. border and 246 south 

of Tucson, is about Tucson's size with a population estimated between 

275,000 and 300,000. Magdalena de Kino, about 70 miles south of the 

border on the same road, is much smaller at 10-15 thousand persons. 

Both cities may be divided into residential sections according to archi

tectural style, lot-line setback, and apparent level of wealth. 

The two highways chosen, Mexico 15 and Mexico 75, are bordered 

in part by ranch property and are very roughly paralleled by chains of 

villages. Though some villages near both roads border a river, all but 

one of these on Highway 75 are off-road down a dirt track (or across 
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the river), but a number on Highway 15 have houses abutting the 

road. 

Choosing the Study Area: Tucson 

To be able to choose a sample from the entire Tucson yard-

shrine population, I included in the study area as much of urbanized 

Tucson as seemed likely, based on my hypotheses, to contain shrines 

(Figure 3.2). I excluded rural areas, public and Indian lands, and 

nearby settlements having a separate identity. Sources for defining 

the study area included field observation, aggregate income data (U.S. 

Bureau of the Census 1983), and readings on historic and current 

Hispanic residential distribution (Arizona Daily Star 1978, supplement; 

Bufkin 1981, 65-72; Getty 1976, 130; Officer 1964, 74-86). In fact the 

boundaries of the study area did prove to extend as far as, or beyond, 

where yard shrines occur. 

The area is largely contiguous and includes: a central axis of 

barrios, urbanized farmhouses, and older suburbs along the Santa Cruz 

River north and south from Tucson's original Hispanic core; scattered 

foci eastward from the junction of the Santa Cruz with the Rillito 

River, which represent earlier Hispanic farm settlement; and post World 

War II suburbs along the southwest and southeast margins of Tucson's 

urbanized area where this abuts non-residential land use. 

Defining Some Terms Used to 
Describe Shrine Owners 

Hispanic describes persons of Spanish or Spanish Colonial 

descent without regard to race. I use the term based on either an 
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Fig. 3.2. The Study Area Within the Tucson Urbanized Area. 
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informant's self-attribution, a U.S. Census Bureau category (from 1980, 

also self-attributing), or a generalization from either. In one case I 

evaluated family names as "Hispanic" following earlier Census Bureau 

practice (1972). I use Mexican and Mexican-American as divisions within 

"Hispanic" to designate those of Mexican descent who live, respectively, 

in Mexico or in the United States. 

Ethnic group, though a term used with some subtlety and an 

attempt at precision by anthropologists (Cohen 1978), here is deliber

ately oversimplified to the level of just those distinctions I want to 

make. I mean by "ethnic group" the sum of individuals who are part of, 

or descend from, a given nation's citizenry while sharing a common 

religious affiliation. Thus, Mexicans and Mexican-Americans are, for my 

purposes, part of the same ethnic group; but "Americans" are not 

(obviously) an ethnic group. 

Roman Catholics ("Catholics") are those who say they are so, or 

whom others have so described, without regard to their official 

membership, actual practice or beliefs, or standing within the Church. 

This accords with the usage of my informants, who tend to distinguish 

levels of piety adjectivally (e.g., "good Catholic"). 

"Working class" and "middle class" are terms I have avoided 

within the context of studies where exactness is being attempted. 

Instead, I use blue collar and white collar, which reflect a difference 

of occupational type that is part of my hypotheses. These two terms 

refer specifically to two sides of a breakoff point in the "Census 

Occupational Categories" (U.S. Census Bureau 1983, 1972, etc.). "White 
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collar" are professional, technical, and clerical workers (1983, xi-xiv: 

001-396); "blue collar" are trades, unskilled, and service workers 

(1982, xiv-xviii: 401-986). The two terms are meant to be much 

restricted in their implications compared to "working class" and "middle 

class." Specifically, they exclude value and lifestyle implications. 

Collecting Field Data 

In Mexico I made all observations by automobile, transecting 

the urban areas to locate yard shrines, visiting five off-road villages 

and all on~road ones along the two chosen highway stretches. In Tucson 

I began by canvassing the study area in an automobile; then I returned 

to a certain sample of the shrines and statues so located in order to 

photograph and measure them and to interview a member of the 

household. 

The Automobile Survey 

This established the extent and nature of the distribution and 

(except in Hermosillo, which was more briefly observed) provided a 

close estimate of the yard-shrine population. (Observation of religious 

statues, which are a phenomenon of the Tucson study area but not of 

the Mexican ones, was confined to statues found within the shrine-study 

limits.) In all cases I wrote a standard description of the shrine or 

statue, its placement on the site, and a few site characteristics. In 

Magdalena de Kino and on the highways I saw virtually every residential 

site; in Tucson, I saw half or more of residential streets in the study 

area. 
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In Tucson I continued through each census tract until I had 

found at least two shrines, or established that there was only one, or 

none. Later I returned to tracts where I had found two shrines and 

finished a survey of every second residential street. This resulted in 

a sample of plus-or-minus 50 per cent consisting of 152 shrines. I 

also checked for backyard shrines by driving down about ten per cent of 

alleys, by asking informants, and by looking over the concealing hedges, 

fences, or walls of those few houses that had them. Backyard shrines 

were only 1.3 per cent of the sample. 

A few limitations apply to the Tucson information I gathered in 

this way. First, because of its scale, the survey was conducted over a 

year's span; and on revisiting some areas I found a "turnover rate" of 

0-20 per cent, with new shrines added, old ones emptied of images or 

removed. Second, some 13 per cent of shrines and 10 per cent of 

statues are owned by non-Hispanlcs, so that the shrines, statues, and 

sites observed by automobile include some whose owner population I did 

not study. Last, in spot-checking my accuracy I found that I had 

missed noticing an average of five per cent of shrines and statues. 

The Interview 

Interviewing allowed me to observe a number of shrines and 

statues more closely while gathering information on iconography, shrine 

or statue history, the artifact's place in the household's life, and the 

ethnic-geographic origin of the family. Photographs established a 

visual record and, with measurements, a source for future reference. 

My central concern in choosing a sample was to interview someone in 
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each neighborhood, since socioeconomic status and age of residents, as 

well as the age, value, and type of housing stock, vary within the 

study area. 

Having mapped the automobile sample, I counted sites arbitrar

ily from top to bottom and left to right. From a random beginning I 

picked, alternately, every second and every third site to obtain a 

twenty per cent sample of the entire estimated population. When I 

could not complete an interview, I went on at random to either the 

following or the preceding site. Resampling the first sample in this 

way probably produced some deviation from an ideally distributed group. 

Shrines standing alone in a census tract stood a better chance of being 

chosen, of course, because they represent 100 per cent rather than 50 

per cent of the tract's shrines. 

Sixty-seven of 78 attempted interviews (85.9 per cent) were 

completed. Of these', seven (10.4 per cent) were at other than the 

location originally chosen. Reasons for not completing an interview 

included (1) not at home or did not come to the door after three tries 

(three or 3.8 per cent); (2) no English speaker available after inquiry 

in Spanish (six or 7.7 per cent); and (3) declined to be interviewed (one 

or 1.3 per cent). 

It is possible that those often away from home or those who do 

not speak English also differ in other ways from the rest of the 

interview group. My sample of Spanish-only interviewees, for instance, 

was too small to test this. However, the appearance of their shrines 
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was similar and, in two cases where Spanish-speaking householders were 

interviewed through an interpreter, their responses were not unusual. 

Effectiveness of the Interview Technique 

In Appendix A, I reproduce the open-ended questionnaire in its 

final form. (For religious yard statues, the word "statue" was substi

tuted for "shrine," and I referred to "buying" instead of "building.") 

Initially I tested the questionnaire in ten interviews, made several 

changes, and developed a standard method for conducting the interview. 

In administering the questionnaire, I found that the best 

reception from informants came when I worked with a partner, arrived 

on a weekday morning, and stated that I was gathering information for a 

book—in fact my eventual goal for this study. Until after a conversa

tion was begun, I kept camera, measuring tape, and questionnaire sheet 

inside that disarming object, a bookbag. 

Two questions had to be reworded: "What is your ethnic group?" 

and "Does the family go to church regularly?" Since "ethnic" was not 

understood, I substituted, "Where does the family come from originally?" 

A less off-putting version of the religious-activity question proved to 

be, "How active are the household members as Catholics?" 

Informants responded little to the question, "How was it 

decided how the shrine would look?" On the other hand, information 

they volunteered led to my adding a question, "Was there a big change 

or major event in your family within about a year BEFORE or AFTER you 

put up the shrine?" As will be seen in succeeding chapters, both these 

circumstances influenced my thinking about what shrines mean. 
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One line of questioning was overlooked, that relating to the 

shrine's or statue's location in the yard. It would have been useful to 

know how it was decided where to place the artifact. 

Measuring the shrine was a straightforward procedure, but 1 was 

not able to photograph all shrines in the same way because of their 

varying placement, which sometimes created poor lighting conditions or 

prevented my maintaining a standard angle and distance. I did not 

measure all statues. Throughout the fieldwork period I photographed 

sites, details of interest, members of households, and additional non-

interview shrines and statues. 

Archival Studies 

In three studies 1 explored the demography of Hispanic shrine 

and statue owners in relation to that of the general Hispanic 

population or to each other—their geographic distribution, home 

ownership rate, and other potentially significant traits; their residen

tial pattern; their type of job. 

Census Data 

I used census data to establish the tract-level distribution of 

"Spanish-origin" persons in the Tucson area. Because the distribution 

of Hispanics within a large, arbitrary unit like the census tract is 

uneven, I also sampled some tracts using ethnic-origin block data (U.S. 

Census Bureau 1982b) until I had a more detailed picture of the distri

bution of which Hispanic shrine-owners proved to be a fairly regular 

sub-distribution. I looked at the distribution so established for 
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suggestive variables (such as median income, median age, rates of adult 

non-English-speaking and foreign born, and years of schooling 

completed) that might help account for areas of greater, lesser, or no 

shrine occurrence. I also compared some of the traits specified in my 

hypothesis on yard-shrine owners to those of Tucson's Hispanic 

population as a whole. 

Some characteristics of census data were limiting. One is that 

demographic traits are not given for Hispanics in tracts where fewer 

than 400 Hispanics reside. In effect this precludes knowing the 

demography of those Hispanics who live as a very small minority among 

non-Hispanics, usually in the higher-median-income, white-collar tracts. 

Second, the census division by "neighborhoods" (U.S. Census Bureau 1982c) 

corresponds only in certain older areas to socioeconomic and geographic 

units identified by meaningful differences across their borders. 

Generally, they are simply smaller arbitrary units and were less useful 

than a combination of tract data and block data, even though the 

latter's only relevant variable is ethnic origin. 

However, census categories generally fitted well with mine. 

There were estimated differences of only 10 per cent in ethnic makeup 

between the "Spanish origin" category and my Mexican-origin interview 

sample, and in housing type between "owner-occupied units" (which 

include apartments) and my category of single-family owner-occupied 

dwellings. 
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City Directory Data 

City Directory data formed the basis for studying the pattern 

of Hispanic/non-Hispanic residential mixture. I also cross-checked 

between its information and that given by residents, and used it to 

enlarge the later-used occupational sample for statue owners. 

I compared Hispanic shrine and statue owners with Hispanic non-

owners to see if one or the other, owners or non-owners, was more 

likely to live adjacent to a non-Hispanic in the year the shrine or 

statue was erected. For each owner household, 1 tabulated the number 

of non-Hispanic households adjacent, theoretically as many as four. 

("Adjacent" was the four nearest, two members on either side of, and 

two across the street from, the owner household.) I compared each 

owner household with a control group of 10 to 20 non-shrine-owning 

Hispanic households on the same street, and completed analyses for 30 

shrine owners and nine statue owners in a range of high-, medium-, and 

low-density Hispanic neighborhoods. 

Lack of comparability between owner and control households 

(e.g., owner household had few or no neighbors), and suspected 

inaccurate dating of shrines and statues, led to my using less than 

two-thirds of the interview sample. The City Directory data itself 

appeared to be fairly accurate, if not complete. It should be noted 

that my classification of non-Hispanic and Hispanic households by name 

does not take into account the percentage of Tucson Mexican-Americans 

with non-Hispanic names. After some checking with informants, I 
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assumed this group to be randomly distributed throughout the control 

households. 

Qualitative Interpretations 

Exemplars for interpreting the formal character of shrines and 

statues, in order to illuminate their social and religious, context, 

included works by Briggs (1980), Kroeber (1970), and Wroth (1982). As 

to small-scale spatial analysis, little seems to have been written; but 

the highly specific city-scale analyses of Clay (1980) with their 

emphasis on visual impact as an element of meaning and the use of pho

tographs and diagrams as interpretive tools, suggested an analogy. My 

exemplar for the interpretation of shrines in socioreligious context 

was the study by Gross (1971) of a South American pilgrimage shrine. 

Limitations of the Study Design 

A design which provided more nearly equal-sized samples of each 

type of artifact would have furnished a stronger basis for comparative 

interpretation. Samples for the study of residential pattern were also 

smaller than planned because (noted above) data furnished by owners 

sometimes conflicted with those of their City Directory record, or 

because a control group was not available. Both the typology of 

artifacts which I develop, and the discussion of cultural heterogeneity 

and shrine occurrence, are based on more than one type of data; and 

this may mitigate the limitation of small samples for a given type of 

data. But some results must be described as suggestive rather than 

authoritative. In general, the conclusions (Chapter 8) will be offered 



as a kind of complex hypothesis intended to provide a framework for 

further research. 



CHAPTER 4 

THE YARD SHRINE AND ITS OWNER 

Religious yard artifacts exist, and have the characteristics 

they do, because of the existence of blue-collar Roman Catholics, 

including the Tucson Mexican-Americans in this study. Apparently 

similar individuals in Mexico, at least in Sonora, also put up outdoor 

chapels and shrines very similar in appearance to those of Mexican-

Americans, and similarly placed. But there are differences, and in the 

absence of any evidence about how religious artifacts began to be 

placed in front yards (rather than on roadsides, in cemeteries, or in 

the church grounds), it is interesting to compare settings and forms of 

artifact between the two countries. It is also of interest to describe 

Tucson's Hispanic owners of artifacts as they differ both from the 

general population and among themselves. 

Artifact Types 

The most clearcut differences in artifact form are among the 

devotional chapel, the shrine, and the yard statue. The former is big 

enough to enter and occasionally to stand up in; it may even hold more 

than one person. But it can be distinguished from a church by the lack 

of space behind the alter rail for a priest to celebrate mass. It is 

found on U.S. and Mexican roadsides but also, in Sonora, in urban and 

village yards. This was not the case in my Tucson sample. The shrine, 



however (a smaller edifice or enclosure for a holy image), I have seen 

in the same settings whether in Sonora or in the U.S. Southwest. These 

are: urban-area neighborhoods of single-family dwellings; village or 

ranch dwellings which border a road; roadsides with no apparent 

connection to a dwelling; and cemeteries. In both countries, shrine 

size ranges from foot-tall or larger structures set onto the house 

wall at eye level through knee-high, waist-high, and shoulder-high ones 

on the ground, which may be attached to a wall or freestanding. At the 

other end of this typology is the yard statue, an unenclosed image of a 

holy personage. An interesting thing about it is that, in my observa

tion, it is not found in Mexican front yards at all. 

Mexican Shrines and Chapels: 
the Countryside 

In the five off-highway villages I visited, all sited along 

rivers, houses were laid out around a central plaza with its church 

(Fig. 4.1). None of these villages displayed any outdoor religious 

artifact. On the other hand, in eight villages abutting the highway the 

Colonial church-and-plaza configuration was often absent, and a sole or 

secondary religious focus occurred along the highway—usually a large 

chapel, which in two cases sat in the same grounds as a village store. 

One village had a chapel and two yard shrines on properties within view 

of the church, which was next to the highway (Fig. 4.2). 

Over the two hundred miles of main highway traversed, fifteen 

farmsteads or isolated houses discernible from the road had a chapel 

(usually) or shrine (Fig. 4.3). At seven scattered points along these 
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Fig. 4.1. Village Layout (Typical). 
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Fig. 4.2. Village Shrine on Highway, Sonora. 
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Fig. 4.3. Rancho Shrine Visible from Highway, Sonora. 



stretches was an artifact or cluster of artifacts—chapel, shrine, or 

cross-on-cairn—not related to a building or property entrance. They 

sat either beside the highway or, if farther back, on a hill. All faced 

the road. What may be noted about these village and rural artifacts is 

that all were visible from roads. Only in off-highway villages, where 

just villagers might be expected as regular passersby, were outdoor 

religious artifacts absent. 

The connection between roads and shrines exists, of course, in 

urban areas as well. Even in cemeteries each row of graves, some 

surmounted by a shrine or chapel, faces a little road along which 

strangers pass. Urban and suburban streets may also be analyzed in 

this way, especially in newer settlements, where the neighbors who use 

one's street are not unlikely to be strangers. In fact it is in certain 

newer parts of the two Mexican cities in my study that I found yard 

shrines. 

Urban Settings 

Transects through the large city of Hermosillo brought to light 

only one area of yard shrines. This was an apparently blue-collar 

neighborhood of ranch-style houses, modest in size, materials, and 

workmanship, located near an intersection of the main highway with the 

river. It was also the only neighborhood of ranch-style houses—by 

which I mean one-story, with a low, shallow-pitched roof, elongated or 

rambling floor-plan, little architectural detail or historical stylistic 

preference, and central placement on a good-sized lot—that I saw in 

Hermosillo. In contrast, most houses had a distinctly urban 



architectural character, being narrow, upright, and screened from the 

street by either walls, shrubbery, porches, or a lack of windows. 

Except in obviously wealthy areas, they were closely packed or 

attached. Though there was room in the small porches and front yards 

for a shrine, the prevailing religious artifact was a tile wall plaque 

depicting a holy personage. Almost no religious artifact appeared 

either in evidently well-to-do areas or in the colonia, or squatter 

settlement. 

The two themes of ranch-style house and blue-collar neighbor

hood also appeared in the smaller city of Magdalena de Kino, where 1 

observed about three-quarters of streets throughout the urban area 

(Fig. 4.4). 

Magdalena is divided, by the highway and by a change from 

valley to hillside topography, into an older and a newer part. Housing 

largely conforms to the two Hermosillo categories, urban versus ranch-

style, the latter mixed with flat-roofed traditional adobes and their 

imitations, also on large lots. In Magdalena these newer suburban 

houses occupy most of the residential land, and seem (as in Hermosillo) 

to be inhabited by the working class. The rich and most of the poor 

apparently live in the valley, either "downtown" or in suburban 

clusters near the river. In downtown middle-class neighborhoods 

(again, neither poor nor rich) I counted three wall shrines, in the 

hillside suburbs twenty-seven shrines (mostly the freestanding yard 

type) and eight chapels (Fig. 4.5). Even figuring the suburbs as three 

or four times the area of valley residential land, this is a markedly 
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Fig. 4.5- Mexican Shrine Types, Magdalena, Sonora. 



higher rate of occurrence of religious artifacts with large-lot, blue-

collar housing. This pattern of occurrence prepares us for what will 

be found in Tucson. 

Tucson Artifact Types 

Included in the study were four types of artifact—the statue, 

the wall shrine, and attached and freestanding yard shrines (Fig. 4.6). 

Freestanding shrines are most common (Table 4.1). Statues, occurring 

along with shrines in most areas, are fewer in number. As in Mexico, 

tile wall plaques, framed color prints, and small crosses hang beside 

at least a few doors in most neighborhoods but were not systematically 

studied. 

Tucson Shrines and Statues: 
the Distribution 

The estimated number of Tucson shrines owned by Hispanics is 

398, distributed over 35 census tracts (Fig. 4.7). I did not obtain a 

total for Tucson statues, but counted 34 within the study area. 

Roughly 10 per cent of shrines and statues were owned by non-Hispanics, 

including French Canadians and Irish-, German-, and Hungarian-Americans. 

In all census tracts with 10 per cent or more persons of 

Spanish origin, shrines were present. But over 80 per cent of all 

shrines in the study were found in tracts where Spanish-origin persons 

are a majority (Table 4.2, 1). In most of these tracts, in turn, the 

majority of the Hispanic work-force is blue collar (Table 4.3). In all, 

over 95 per cent of shrines were found in tracts where most of the 

Spanish-origin population is blue-collar (Table 4.4, 1). 
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c) Freestanding Shrine 

d) Yard Statue 

Fig. 4.6. Tucson Artifact Types. 



Table 4.1 

Size of Study Sample 

Type Number in Study Sample 

Shrines n=137 100.0% 

1. on wall 11 8.0 

2. ground-level attached 30 22.0 

3. freestanding 96 70.0 

4. Statues n=34 100.07, 
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Fig. 4.7. Presence of Shrines in Study Area by Census Tract. 



Table 4.2 

Per Cent Spanish Origin and Number of Shrines or Statues 

Characteristics of Per cent Spanish origin 
tracts classed by 
% Spanish origin 66.7-93.2 50.0-66.6 33.3-49.9 10.0-33.2 1.6-9.9 

Tracts in class 9 5 9 26 36 

1. Shrine tracts 

A. Tracts having shrines 
1) by number 9 5 8 13 0 
2) by % of tracts in class 100.0 100.0 88.9 50.0 0 

B. Estimated total of shrines 
1) by number 259 62 45 32 0 
2) by % of all shrines 65.1 15.6 11.3 8.0 0 

(estimated as 398) 

2. Statue tracts 

A. Tracts having statues 
1) by number 7 5 5 12 0 
2) by % of tracts in class 77.8 100.0 55.6 46.2 0 

B. Estimated total of statues 
1) by number 16 4 10 4 0 
2) by % of all statues 47.0 11.8 29.4 11.8 0 

(estimated as 34) 



Table 4.3 

Hispanic Blue-Collar Work Force and 
Presence of Shrines or Statues 

Characteristics of Per cent Spanish origin 
tracts classed by 
% Spanish origin 66.7-93.2 50.0-66.6 33.3-49.9 10.0-33.2 1.6-9.9 

Tracts in class 9 5 9 26 36 

% of work force that 
is blue-collar 

range 63.6-78.4 58.0-86.9 46.7-72.7 34.2-82.1 

mean 69.3 71.0 58.0 58.1 

Shrine tracts having 
blue-collar majority 

1) by number 9 5 6 9 

2) by % 100.0 100.0 75.0 69.2 

Statue tracts having 
blue-collar majority 

1) by number 7 5 4 8 

2) by % 100.0 100.0 80.0 66.7 

1 
No data available for 14 tracts (38.9%); range of known cases 31.1-63.5. 

2 
Mean of known cases = 42.4. 

3 
Known tracts with majority blue-collar 10 (58.8%). 



Table 4.4 

Hispanic Blue-Collar Work Force and Number of Shrines and Statues 

Characteristics of Per cent blue-collar 
tracts classed by 
% blue-collar 66.7-86.9 50.0-66.6 33.3-49.9 30.7-33.2 av°±i|£fe 

Tracts in class 17 19 25 2 22 

1. Shrine tracts 

A. Tracts having shrines 
1) by number 15 14 6 0 — 
2) by % of tracts in class 88.2 73.2 24.0 0 

B. Estimated total of shrines 
1) by number 256 123 19 0 — 
2) by % of all shrines1 64.4 30.9 4.8 0 — 

(estimated as 398) 

2. Statue tracts 

A. Tracts having statues 
1) by number 11 13 5 0 — 
2) by % of tracts in class 64.7 68.4 20.0 0 

B. Estimated total of shrines 
1) by number 16 12 6 0 — 
2) by % of all shrines1 47.0 35.3 17.6 0 

(estimated as 34) 

^Rounding error creates total of 100 + 0.1%. 
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It can also be said of statues that they were present mostly in 

blue-collar Hispanic tracts (over 80 per cent of all statues), but not 

to the same extent as shrines (above, Table 4.3; Table 4.4, 2). More 

strikingly, 41 per cent of statues were found in tracts where only a 

minority are Hispanic, as opposed to 20 per cent of shrines (above, 

Table 4.2 1). A greater disparity might or might not result if the 

entire statue distribution were considered. 

In general, the number of shrines per thousand Hispanic-owner-

occupied dwellings increased as Spanish-origin persons became a greater 

proportion of the population (Table 4.5). (In the one part of town 

where this is not true, represented by six census tracts in the second-

lowest-Hispanic category of the table, Hispanic persons were formerly 

more numerous than now, and most of the shrines have been owned for 

15-20 years.) But statues do not show this or any clear pattern. 

Fig. 4.8 is a map of the number of shrines per census tract. 

The varying number of shrines corresponds to the degree of interrup

tion, so to speak, of an Hispanic blue-collar residential census tract 

by other demographic types and land uses. Note the empty category of 

31 to 50 shrines, demonstrating the effect of "diluting" the blue-collar 

Hispanic population. Fifty or more shrines is the uninterrupted case, 

composed mostly of ranch-style housing tracts. At 16 to 30 shrines the 

area is not dissimilar, but with the presence of another ethnic group, a 

greater degree of poverty, or both. Six to 15 shrines are found where 

most Hispanic residents are blue-collar and make up a large minority of 

all residents. But land use is mixed, with commercial, industrial, or 



Table 4.5 

Frequency of Shrine and Statue Occurrence 

Number of 
tracts 

Number of shrines 
per 1000 Hispanic 
owner-occupied 

dwellings 

Mean 
number shrines 

per 1000 

Mean 
number statues 

per 1000 

Mean % 
Spanish origin 

6 

6 

8 

10 

4 

50.0-110.7 

30.0- 49.9 

20.0- 29.9 

10.0- 19.9 

2.9- 9.9 

79.5 

35.7 

25.8 

15.4 

5.5 

4.4 

3.0 

4.8 

4.3 

2.0 

66 .0  

57.0 

46.4 

25.1 

43.3 
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Fig. 4.8. Number of Shrines by Census Tract. 
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mobile-home areas, or areas of well-to-do and/or low-density housing. 

Three to five shrines represent, usually, one or two clusters in the 

small Hispanic blue-collar portion of the tract. It may be an estab

lished neighborhood hemmed in by conflicting land uses or a newer blue-

collar housing tract of which Hispanics are an increasing proportion. 

Isolated shrines occur mostly on the northeast side, the part of town 

mentioned above where Spanish-origin persons, mostly blue-collar, are a 

small minority. Another type of isolated shrine is that shown in the 

tract at the eastern edge of the study area, where others undoubtedly 

will soon appear. Isolated shrines tend to represent a retreating or 

advancing edge of the phenomenon, and there is a central "doughnut 

hole" tract of fewer shrines east of the city center. 

The Yard-Shrine Landscape 

As in Mexico, an Hispanic blue-collar residential area where 

shrines occur is one of modestly-scaled single-family dwellings each 

set back within its own lot. The house may be of any style, but the 

majority are the post-World War I and -World War II ranch-style tract 

houses in which most Tucsonans live. The house may be "Hispanicized" by 

the addition of porches and garden walls featuring masonry, ironwork, 

and arched gateways, bays, or windows. The most favored type of 

landscaping is a fairly lush planting but with few trees, typically 

with roses and evergreen shrubbery, often with a lawn. In older parts 

of town owner-built adobe houses, sometimes brightly painted, stand in 

Mexican-style gardens of swept dirt, pollarded trees, and many flowers 

in and out of pots. As will be discussed later, most houses in all 
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Hispanic blue-collar neighborhoods are fenced or walled off without 

being visually secluded by these barriers. 

Shrines and statues owned by Hispanics are absent in front of 

apartment houses and, usually, mobile homes. They do not occur in 

parts of the historic barrio where houses set back from the lot line 

are uncommon. Not to be found in wealthy neighborhoods, neither are 

they seen in clearly poor ones whose housing stock has decayed, nor in 

areas whose residential character has been fragmented by commercial or 

industrial incursion. This theme of the socioeconomic stability 

required for yard shrines to occur will now be further explored. 

Tucson Shrine and Statue Owners 

Shrines and yard statues exist, and have the characteristics 

they do, because of the existence of a Roman Catholic, blue-collar 

subculture of which the Tucson Mexican-Americans in this study are 

part. They belong to Tucson's general Hispanic population which, as in 

most Southwest borderlands areas, was once virtually the whole 

population but is now a minority both in numbers and in the sociopoliti

cal connotation of the word. They are residentially segregated, at 

least at the lower end of their income range, and are worse off in 

terms of income and education than the general population (Table 4.6). 

Unlike most other European-derived Catholic minorities, they share a 

racial heritage acknowledged to be partly non-European, and they 

experience a strong, ongoing Influx of persons, goods, and information 

from the parent country. 
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Table 4.6 

Tucson's General and Hispanic Populations 

All figures are for the Tucson Standard Metropolitan 
Statistical Area. Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census 
(1983). 

Total Hispanic 

Population 531,443 111,378 

Median income $15,796 $14,597 
mean income 19,196 16,450 
% of families below poverty level 9.1% 17.1% 

Job held 
% white collar (% in work force) 57.2 (66.4) 40.2 (61.2) 

Over 18 no English spoken 12.9% 14.3% 

Education 
% over 25 yrs. old who graduated 
from high school 

74.6% 49.5% 
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Hispanic owners of shrines and statues in Tucson are both 

similar to and different from the general Hispanic population. Data on 

religious membership by ethnic group is lacking, but shrine and statue 

owners may be described as more likely than other Hispanics to be 

Mexican-American, to hold a blue-collar job, and to own their own 

single-family dwelling (Table 4.7). Further, There were appreciable 

differences in the sample between shrine owners and statue owners. 

All shrine-owner households described themselves as active 

religiously, meaning, at a minimum, regular church attendance (Table 

4.8). In four cases (7.5 per cent) only the mother was reported as 

active. Fifteen per cent had an annual mass or Christmas ceremony at 

the house. By contrast, one-third of statue-owner households described 

themselves as inactive religiously, and none had home church 

ceremonies. Whether or not these data are completely accurate, they 

point to a greater aspiration or value for religious activity among 

shrine owners than among statue owners. 

Almost two-thirds of shrine-owning households were headed by a 

couple between the ages of 40 and 59, though three heads of household 

in this age group were divorced women. The head of a quarter of 

households was 60 or over, including two widows and a widower. The 

rest were under 40. On the other hand, all statue owners were couples 

aged 35 to 39. Most lived as nuclear families, a couple alone or with 

minor children, except for a few single parents living with grown 

children or vice versa. 
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Table 4.7 

Shrine and Statue Owners Compared to Other Hispanics 

Hispanic shrine 
& statue owners 

(n=67) 

General Hispanic 
population 
(n=lll,418) 

Mexican 
origin* 

100.0% 89.8% 

Blue-collar 
occupation 

88.5% 59.8% 

Home owner
ship 

98.8% 62.9% 

Foreign birth 
(one or both 
members of 
shrine-owner 
couple) 

69.8% 16.4% 

^Nine families reported some other European or American Indian 
stock as part of heritage. 



Table 4.8 

Religious Activity of Shrine and Statue Owners 

(Number of responses exceeds number of shrine owners) 

Level of 
Shrine owners Statue owners 

activity n=53 % n=14 % 

Inactive 
(irregular church 
attendance) 

0 0 5 35.7 

Active 
(regular church 
attendance) 

53 100.0 9 64.3 

Regular home mass 
or other visit 
from church group 

8 15.1 0 0 
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In occupational type (Table 4.9), almost all shrine owners were 

blue-collar and none owned a business. Statue owners showed a 

somewhat different profile, with nearly 15 per cent white-collar 

workers, and three of 34 owning businesses. 

Representative jobs were carpenter, construction worker, 

cooler-pad assembler (woman), groundskeeper, heavy-equipment operator, 

janitor, plasterer-apprentice, postal carrier, waitress. Single individ

uals were also a Civil Service administrator, a service-station manager, 

a pharmacist. About 10 per cent of women worked outside the home. 

In Table 4.10, for place of origin, it can be seen that about 

the same proportion of shrine- and statue-owning couples had at least 

one member from Mexico (or, in one case, from Spain). Additionally, in 

about 30 per cent of shrine-owning couples both members came from 

Mexico. 

The most striking contrast of any measured is for rural or 

village versus city origin (Table 4.10). Over three-fourths of shrine-

owner couples had at least one member from the countryside or a 

village, and over a third had both. But not one statue-owner household 

member came from other than a city. 

The majority of all shrines are located in high-Hispanic census 

tracts, and I expected to find that Hispanic shrine owners were likely 

to live surrounded by other Hispanics. But, in looking at the ethnic 

residential pattern of shrine owners in the year they acquired their 

shrine, I found that over three-fourths of them lived next to or across 

the street from at least one non-Hispanic (Table 4.11). By contrast, of 
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Table 4.9 

Occupational Type*' of Hispanic Shrine 
and Statue Owners 

2 Shrine owners Statue owners 

n=53 % n=34 

Blue 
collar 

White 
collar 

Own 
business 

51 96.2 26 76.5 

3.8 5 14.7 

8 . 8  

Source of occupational definitions: U.S. Bureau of the Census 
(1982a); United States Employment and Training Administration (1977); 
United States Office of Federal Statistical Policy and Standards 
(1980). 

2 Source of data beyond the interview sample: Tucson City 
Directory (1983). 
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Table 4.10 

Rural and Foreign Origin^ of Shrine and Statue Owners 

Shrine Owners (n=53) 

U.S. Mexico^ Total 
(%) (%) (%) 

Rural or 
village 

11.3 66.0 77.3 

Urban 18.9 3.8 22.7 

Total 30.2 69.8 100.0 

Statue Owners (n=14) 

U.S. Mexico or Spain Total 
(%) (n=l) (%) (%) 

Rural or 
village 

0 0 0 

Urban 35.7 64.3 100.0 

Total 35.7 64.3 100.0 

Origin of at least one member of household couple is 
rural/village or foreign. 

2 
In ten cases, both members came from rural or village Mexico. 



Table 4.11 

Residential Segregation of Hispanic Shrine and Statue Owners 

Shrine owners Statue Owners 
Non-Hispanic 
persons living Owner Neighbor Owner Neighbor 
adjacent to ego situation situation situation situation 

n=30 % n=282 %* n=9 %* n=162 X1 

none 7 23.3 151 53.5 3 33.3 60 37.0 . 

1 18 60.0 96 34.0 2 22.2 47 29.0 

2 5 16.7 33 11.7 4 44.4 54 33.3 

3 0 0 2 0.7 0 0 1 0.6 

^Rounding error creates total of 99.9%. 
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their non-shrine-owning Hispanic neighbors in the same year, fewer than 

half lived adjacent to any non-Hispanic. Statue owners, on a very 

small sample, showed no clear-cut difference from their neighbors. 

Household and Shrine 

"I saw it, I liked it, I bought it," as one shrine owner 

explained. The purchase of a yard statue is straightforward, its in

stallation simple, its maintenance minimal; therefore it furnishes few 

occasions for social interaction. But the yard shrine is different, 

starting from the fact that most shrine images (and prefabricated 

shrines) were given as gifts (Table 4.12). Almost three-fourths of all 

specially-built shrines were made by a male family member or friend. 

Giving the image, building the edifice, and caring for these appear to 

serve in some degree to strengthen family roles. 

A desire for the shrine, along with an appropriate level of 

piety, is almost always attributed to the mother of the household. 

(Though this desire was often verified in conversation with the mother, 

at other times its attribution appeared to be pro forma.) Father, 

children, other relatives, and "family friends" can all play a part by 

offering the mother a statue, building or buying the shrine, and helping 

to keep it clean, painted, and decorated (Table 4.13). Often several 

persons share these activities, which appear in part to be a form of 

respect for (and probably serve to reinforce) the mother's piety. It 

may be that the well-known stereotype of the traditional mother (whose 

ultimate form is perhaps the Virgin Mary) is validated in this way. By 

receiving the shrine as a gift rather than putting herself forward to 



Table 4.12 

Source of Shrine Image or Yard Statue 

Main shrine 
statue or print 

Yard statue 

n=53 %J n=14 % 

Gift 

Self-purchase 

Acquisition process 
unclear 

34 

11 

64.2 

20.8 

15.1 

4 

10 

0 

2 8 . 6  

71.4 

0 

^Rounding error creates total of 100.1%. 



Table 4.13 

Caretaker of the Shrine 

n=53 X1 

Mother 18 34.0 

Mother & father 8 15.1 

Whole household 
or family 

8 15.1 

Father 5 9.4 

Grown child or 
children 

4 7.5 

Minor child or 
children 

4 7.5 

No care 6 11.3 

'"Rounding error creates total of 99.9%. 
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get it, the mother can be seen as modest, self-denying, and beloved. 

Grown daughters took such an interest in the shrines of their mothers 

that I was led to feel they were learning their own later role as 

family pietist. 

The father's sphere (which may be shared by male relatives or 

friends) is making or installing the shrine edifice, but there is consid

erable contrast in emphasis between his role and the mother's. Where 

hers is played up, his is not a subject for comment. That a male-only 

role is involved can only be deduced by noticing that a woman rarely 

assumes his task of construction, or even related ones such as painting 

or repainting the shrine. 

The Yard Shrine and Its Owner: An Overview 

Shrines observed in Mexico do not differ in appearance from 

those that Mexican-Americans create in Tucson. As to placement, 

virtually all examples in both locations can be seen from the road, 

with its traffic of strangers. If in a city, shrines appear in neigh

borhoods of modest, probably blue-collar houses set back from the 

street on individual lots. 

But the range of urban religious yard artifacts is not the same 

in Sonora and in Tucson. The Mexican chapel, with its opaque door 

behind which holy images must be guessed at, rarely appears in Tucson. 

Rather, a shrine is used whose statue the viewer can be aware of even 

from the street. Absent in Mexico, conversely, is the yard statue. 

Shrines, at least, can be said to take part in an ecology. In 

Tucson, their occurrence seems to depend upon favorable conditions 



which can be summarized as a degree of socioeconomic stability within a 

small geographic area, as well as in the Hispanic owner population of 

that area. Only an estimated 14 shrines were found outside of tracts 

having a blue-collar majority. Although by far the greatest number of 

shrines are found in areas of high Spanish-origin population, shrine 

owners are more likely than their Hispanic neighbors to live adjacent 

to a non-Hispanic. The owner population as it was sampled is a reli

giously-active, homeowning one, over 95 per cent blue collar, among 

whom fully two-thirds of households have a founding member from rural 

or village Mexico. Within the lives of these persons, the shrine 

affords occasions for social interaction and the fulfilling of a 

familial role. 

The distribution and owner characteristics for religious yard 

statues differ from those for shrines, in the direction of a greater 

proportion of owners who are white-collar, inactive in religion, and 

resident in lower-percentage-Hispanic areas. All are of urban origin. 

It will be seen that shrines and statues, despite the religious imagery 

they share, manifest differences in certain other characteristics as 

well. 



CHAPTER 5 

HOW SHRINES AND STATUES LOOK 

The yard shrine, in all its varied shapes and sizes, with its 

often brightly-colored, gilded, or silvered contents and its special 

surroundings, forms an ensemble; and in this it is set apart from most 

wall shrines and statues. It may be said also that, where the wall 

shrine is picture-like and the yard statue forms a humanly-shaped 

outline, the yard shrine resembles a little house or church. 

Yard Shrines 

No two yard shrines are alike, and perhaps it would even be 

difficult to make them so. Variety in the edifice comes from 

underlying form, material, and degree of builder skill. Also, though 

generally taller than wide, the shrine varies in all three dimensions. 

A few stand at not much above knee-height; others are as tall as 

chest- or head-high; but most are within 10 inches of 39" (Table 5.1). 

Prefabricated shrines are shallower, having the holy image in high 

relief or, if fully round, occupying the whole depth of the niche (Fig. 

5.1). Attached shrines may use the house wall as their rear wall (Fig. 

4.5(a) above). Even thickness of the edifice's walls varies. Corners 

may be sharp (brick, block) or rounded (plaster, concrete, stone). Some 

arches and gables are, noticeably, more nearly symmetrical than others. 

To these variations may be added: the presence of see-through doors on 
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Table 5.1 

Size of Yard Shrines 

Height Width Depth 

Smallest 23 1/2" 21" 16 1/2" 

Largest 77 1/4" 42 1/4" 35" 

Average for 
prefabricated 39" 25 1/2" 15" 
shrines 

Median by 
volume of 39" 32 1/3" 26" 
all shrines 



Fig. 5.1. Prefabricated Shrine, Tucson. 



some shrines, which may be iron or (rarely) wood, plastic, or a combi

nation; the color created by building material or paint (white or 

sometimes buff or pink exterior, interior either the same or blue or 

green); decorative bases of rustic stone or other contrasting material; 

and attached decorations such as crosses (six examples) or embedded 

shells. Often the shrine is given a landscaped setting—"roses for the 

Virgin," as one informant told me, or other flowers or shrubs. 

The interior contains one or more, usually fully colored, holy 

images, and might contain non-religious statues as well such as swans 

or ducks; plastic (sometimes real) flowers and their vases, potted 

plants in colored foil wrappers; tinsel garlands; votive or other 

candles (with a printed polychrome religious image on the glass); 

and/or some kind of electric lighting, usually just a frosted bulb, 

which is lighted regularly, seasonally, or occasionally (Fig. 5.2). 

If the Tucson shrine is given any generic name by its owner, it 

will usually be called el nicho, the niche. This and its less common 

name, la capilla or capillita, reflect its usually architectural 

appearance, carried out by the use of obviously artificial shapes and 

materials. But a significant minority of shrines evoke a natural form, 

the cave (Fig. 5.3). 

Figure 5.4 shows yard shrines in the sample classified by the 

silhouette of their front facade. These various shapes appear to 

derive from one of three formal sources: 

1. an architectural feature (67.2 per cent), including the 

rounded arch, which is the commonest shrine shape (54.9 per cent, Fig. 



Fig. 5.2. Shrine Furnishings, Tucson Yard Shrine. 



Fig. 5.3. Grotto-Type Shrine, Tucson 



7 5  

Silhouette of front facade (proportions vary) n=142 

Round arch oval or hairpin) 54.9 

Square 1 1 18 12.7 

Pointed arch A • „ 8.4 

Gabled 
( 

11 7.8 

6.3 

Baroque or Mission Reviva. „ n 4.2 

Baroque or Mission Reviva. 2.8 

Wooden openwork 11 n , 1.4 

Unique architectural copy O , 1.4 

^Rounding error creates total of 100.1%. 

Fig. 5.4. Yard-Shrine Facades. 
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5.5). Other types are the pointed arch and the somewhat ambiguous type 

I call "Gothic openwork," resembling a medieval pulpit enclosure. 

2. a simplified whole building (26.1 per cent). This may be a 

box or flat-roofed shape, a gabled one, or one that is stylistically 

identifiable as Hispanic (e.g., Baroque or Mission Revival). 

3. the stone grotto or cave, represented by a hemispherical or 

"igloo" shape (6.3 per cent) and/or by the use of rustic (undressed) 

stone (24 per cent of all materials used; see Table 5.2 below). Stone 

may form the whole shrine or a cairn-like base, and this latter is also 

used to support some "unhoused" statues. 

In Table 5.2 it may be seen that some form of masonry was 

overwhelmingly preferred to wood (only 1.4 per cent of examples). 

Among homemade shrines, cast concrete or plaster (I could not always 

tell which), stone or part stone, and brick or brick trim were about 

equally popular, accounting together for three-quarters of all shrines. 

Fourteen per cent were prefabricated of concrete, in several styles, 

and a few were of concrete block. Most were on a concrete pad or 

footing at ground level. About a third were raised on a base from 

about two to 30 inches tall and, as the latter height was approached, 

this became an important element of the shrine's appearance. 

Wall Shrines 

The wall shrine is most often a carefully-made rectuangular 

wooden box with a glass door, behind which is a color print or 

polychrome statue—only one—of a holy personage (Fig. 5.6). It may be 

as small as 9 by 12 inches up to 28 by 30 or more, and is shallow— 
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Fig. 5.5. Rounded-Top "Architectural" Shrine, Tucson 



Table 5.2 

Yard-Shrine Materials 

Subtotal 2 Subtotal 1 Total of Examples 

Total=142 % Total=142 % n=142 Z1 

Cast concrete or plaster 
1. unpainted 
2. painted 

25 
16 

17.6 
11.3 

41 28.9 

Stone 
1. all stone 

a) white granite 
b) local igneous type 
c) painted 

2. stone cairn as base 

14 9.8 
6 4.25 
6 4.25 

26 

8 

18.3 

5.6 

34 23.9 

Brick 
1. all brick 
2. brick trim on plaster 

or concrete 

26 

6 

18.3 

4.2 

32 22.5 

Prefab, concrete 
1. unpainted 
2. painted 

13 
7 

9.2 
4.9 

20 14.1 

Concrete block 8 5.6 

Painted wood 6 4.2 

Found object 1 0.7 

^Rounding error creates total of 99.9%. 



Fig. 5.6. Wall Shrine, Tucson. 
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Fig. 5.7. Ceramic Wall Plaque, Tucson. 
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3 1/2 to 9 inches deep—compared to the yard shrine. Not infrequently 

the wall shrine is lighted, most often with a string of multicolored 

Christmas lights—perhaps flashing ones—around the outside of the box. 

Plastic flowers are rarely included. 

A very few Tucson wall shrines are masonry insets or built-out 

masonry surrounds, usually with a see-through door or iron bars. In 

Mexican examples masonry is the commoner material for wall shrines, 

and these form a larger proportion of artifacts (20 per cent of the 

sample in Magdalena). 

Tile and plaster wall plaques, and framed polychrome prints on 

exterior walls, resemble wall shrines in size, placement, illumination, 

and choice of image (Fig. 5.7). One notable example of a plaque, 

encountered on a dark night's walk through a solemnly silent neighbor

hood, was framed and crowned in neon light. 

Yard Statues 

Least likely to be lighted and decorated, and almost never so 

for special occasions, is the yard statue. Usually it is left in its 

concrete finish or painted white and set on a matching pedestal or 

birdbath (Fig. 5.8). As with prefabricated yard shrines, however, a 

patinated-brorize finish (Fig. 5.1 above) is becoming popular for the 

figure; or, occasionally the owner will paint the skin and clothing 

areas in colors. The statue is typically about 30" tall and elongated 

in proportions compared to a real human figure. Over half my examples 



5.8. Yard Statue, Tucson. 5.9. Shrine Statues, Tucson. 



sat on a pedestal or cairn which raised the height of the whole to 

between 3 1/2 and six feet. 

The setting is usually a lawn or, at most, a surround of 

flowers that emphasizes the statue's symmetry of placement in the 

front yard. But a few statues are elaborately set around with pools, 

rockwork, shrubs or flowers, potted plants, or companion statues. 

Obtaining the Shrine or Statue 

Freestanding yard statues, and images for shrines, are bought. 

The shrine edifice is the only part of a religious yard display that is 

routinely specially built (87.5 per cent of the sample). 

Commercial Sources 

The polychromed, carefully-detailed plaster religious statue 

used in shrines appears to be a real manufacturing specialty, going 

back through time in the same way as does the manufacture of religious 

prints and prayer cards (Fig. 5.9). These are the same statues- to be 

seen larger-sized in Catholic churches. They are sold in the U.S. and 

Mexico, but it is unknown to me whether any are made in Mexico. In 

Tucson they are sold—along with lace mantillas, missals, rosaries, and 

every sort of two- and three-dimensional image—at the Ave Maria Shop 

across from St. Augustine Cathedral downtown. This particular stock 

comes from Spain, and a small one about 12 inches tall costs $40 

(1984)—the same price as some prefabricated shrines. The size of 

statues in shrines ranges from 12 to 58 inches, most being 18 to 30 

inches. At these sizes they are, for many shrine owners, an important 



purchase. Secondary shrine statues, if any, may be small ceramic, 

plastic, or metal ones intended as indoor decorations or souvenirs and 

more generally available. 

Larger concrete (rarely, granite) statues and prefabricated 

whole shrines are made for the garden along with fountains, sleeping 

Mexicans, and so forth. They are widely manufactured, in Tucson as in 

other cities of the region. 

All garden-type statues and prefabricated shrines in my sample 

wt re bought in Tucson. Almost half the principal shrine statues were 

bought in Tucson, about a fifth in Sonoran Mexico, and the rest 

elsewhere in the U.S. In one part of Tucson I was able to locate eight 

of about a dozen shrines bought at one time by a priest to distribute 

to his parishioners. The seller, "a Jewish man named Al" who sold from 

his truck, was known to more than one of my informants. 
> ' 

Building the Shrine 

If not built by a relative or friend, shrines in the sample 

were built either by Mexican-American contractors specializing in homes 

for the Mexican-American market, or by Mexican-American individuals 

known for their shrine-building skill. The needed materials (chosen 

according to taste or availability) were obtained; and the masonry was 

shaped over an armature or plywood jig. 

Design Source, Appearance, and Intent 

Of all the informants spoken to, only one could articulate the 

source of the design—"a Mexican church"—and she was not able to be 



more specific. (This shrine was one of two "Gothic openwork" wooden 

ones as sketched in Fig. 5.4.) In my observation, a "neighborhood 

effect" exists, with several examples in the same style appearing 

within a few blocks. The model may be a matter of having seen one 

specific shrine that struck the prospective builder as appropriate and 

technically feasible. 

Yard statues are mass-produced but most shrine edifices are 

built individually, to a great variety of effects. However, prefabri

cated shrines are also acceptable, and this raises the possibility that 

individual expression is less a goal of shrine-building than it is a by

product of using the materials, techniques, and contents that fall to 

hand. Shrine styles evoke the ancient holiness of churches and 

grottoes; in the next chapter I will develop this suggestion that the 

appearance of the shrine is intended mainly to make it an effective 

instrument of veneration. 



CHAPTER 6 

IMAGES AND VENERATION 

Any shrine may be thought of as the dwelling place of a god. 

As such, it is a point of organized contact between the visible and 

invisible worlds, and one way of stating its underlying assumption is 

that power resides in the invisible world (Eliade 1968; Durkheim 1912 

for the classic sociological interpretation of this power, or see 

Douglas 1970). Human life is empowered by contact with the spiritual, 

and contact takes place in specific loci, organized around specific 

images. The holy personage is a mediator and he must be made 

accessible. Hence, in all times and places, the shrine—whether 

inhabited by household gods, dead ancestors, the genius loci, or a 

saint. 

The approach of the human being to the spiritual personage we 

may call veneration. It is simply the sum of respect behaviors (e.g., 

prayer, sacrifice, ritual) shown to a supernatural being in return for 

his making spiritual power available to the petitioner. As shown by 

findings of the study, the choice of personage to be venerated, and the 

style in which the personage is represented, are conditioned by this aim 

of empowering oneself through relationship with the spiritual world. 

Inquiry into the motivation of shrine and statue owners shows that, 

when a religious reason is given, these objects tend to be erected 
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either as a sign of the ongoing presence of spiritual power or as a 

thank-offering for some occasion on which the petitioner was helped. 

Veneration and Motivation 

The more important of the two motives is the thank-offering 

resulting from a manda, or vow, to the holy personage. But not all 

outdoor holy images are objects of veneration, and this is a basic 

difference between images in shrines and the freestanding ones usually 

made of concrete (Table 6.1). Up to three-quarters of shrines are 

lighted, at least at times such as Christmas or the saint's feast day. 

Yard shrines and attached shrines are often acknowledged by passersby 

or visitors with an offering (a candle, flowers, or even money), a 

prayer, or the sign of the cross. One parish church conducts a posada, 

or Christmas procession, that visits almost every shrine whose 

household I interviewed in that parish. Four shrines are the site of an 

annual mass attended by persons outside the household. But it should 

be noted that wall shrines differ from the other kinds in not being a 

site of any kind of prayer. 

Asked why they put up the shrine or statue, informants 

answered in a way that also pointed to differences among artifacts 

(Table 6.2). No freestanding statue was put up as part of a vow or out 

of a desire for protection, two of the three types of venerative 

occasion. (The third is devotion to the saint.) Wall shrines were most 

often put up as protection for the house, though one temporarily 

fulfilled a vow until an elaborate, expensive yard shrine could be 

built. The protection motif was minor for attached shrines and absent 
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Table 6.1 

Veneration of Yard Artifacts 

(Number of responses differs from number of artifacts) 

Yard Attached Wall Yard 
shrine shrine shrine statue 

n=34 % n=14 % n=5 % n=14 % 

Lights or 
candles 

26 76.5 9 64.3 3 60.0 0 0 

Passersby1 and 
visitors' 16 47.0 2 14.3 0 0 0 0 
acknowledgment 

Mass and/or 
posada 

14 41.2 9 64.3 0 0 0 0 



Table 6.2 

Reason for Putting Up a Shrine or Statue 

Reason 
Response by Artifact Type 

Wall shrine Freestanding shrine Attached shrine Yard statue 

n=6 % n=40 % n=19 %' n=21 %' 

1. gift 

2. desire, "no 
special reason," 
"don't know" 

3. same time as 
move or 
remodelling 

4. devotion to 
saint 

5. protection 
of house 

6. request for 
house or money 

7. health, request 
for cute 

0(0) 

1(1) 

16.7 

16.7 

50.0 

16.7 

10(3) 

3(3) 

4(1) 

0 

8(8)  

10(4) 

25.0 

5.0 

7.5 

1 0 . 0  

0 

20.0 

25.0 

6(3) 

0(0) 

1(1) 

33.6 

2 1 . 0  

0.0 0(0) 

2 1 . 0  

10.5 0 

5.3 0(0) 

10.5 0 

33.3 

33.3 

33.3 



Table 6.2, Continued 

Reason Response by Artifact Type 

Wall shrine1 Freestanding shrine Attached shrine^ Yard statue 

n=6 % n=40 % n=19 % n=21 % 

8. Request for 
protection of 
absent house
hold member 

0 0 3(2) 7.5 0 0 0 0 

Total associated 
with material gain 

(1) 16.7 (21) 52.5 (4) 21.0 (0) 0 

'"Rounding error creates total of 100%+ 0.1%. 

2 
Number in parentheses indicates shrines associated with owners' material gain. 



for yard shrines. Vows involved the restoration of health, protection 

of a loved one, or achieving of material gain, usually money to buy a 

house. However, this material gain was associated with putting up the 

shrine more often than was stated. In examining City Directory data on 

address and employment, I found that 15 free and attached shrines 

(25%) in addition to those mentioned by owners (20.3%) had been put up 

in connection with moving into a new home (14) or being promoted to a 

supervisory position (one) as shown in parentheses in Table 6.2. 

Explicitly stated association in these cases might be, in order of 

frequency, health, protection of a loved one, gift of the statue, or 

devotion to the saint. In all, over half the freestanding yard shrines 

and one-fifth of the attached type were associated with material gain. 

As to statues, the informant who "saw it, liked it, and bought 

it" (Chapter 4) was typical. She admired the statue's subject, St. 

Francis of Assisi, and prayed to him each night, but she did not connect 

her prayers to the statue in the yard. All respondents gave similar 

answers unless no one in the household was particularly active in 

religion. As mentioned in Chapter 4, that almost half of statue-owning 

households were not religiously active also sets them apart from 

shrine-owning households, where at least one member was always said to 

be devout. In general it seems that the statue, unlike the shrine, is 

not holy. 

The Popularity of Holy Personages 

Taking all incarnations of the Virgin Mary together, her image 

made up between a third and a half of all images used in religious yard 



artifacts. But hers was not the most common image in any type of 

shrine. Wall shrines, statues, and yard shrines differed in their most 

commonly appearing personage (Tables 6.3, 6.4, 6.5). St. Jude was most 

popular in yard shrines, Jesus (as the Sacred Heart) in wall shrines and 

statues. The Virgin Mary called Blessed Mary or La Virgen, sometimes 

identified as the Immaculate Conception, appeared most often in yard 

shrines, less often in wall shrines, and least often in statues. The 

Virgin of Guadalupe found her most frequent use in wall shrines and was 

not used at all as a freestanding statue in the yard. Represented more 

than once were St. Martin of Porres, the Sacred Heart of Jesus, the 

Holy Infant of Atocha, Christ crucified, and St. Francis Xavier. Of 

others I found only one example, including four Virgins—Montserrat, la 

•» 

Milagrosa (these two were principal images), la Caridad, and the Pieta 

(not identified as such, a copy of Michaelangelo's statue of Mary 

holding the crucified Christ in her arms). St. Barbara, St. Joseph, and 

St. Lucy were represented once each as principal images, and there was 

one image of "San Martin Caballero" (i.e., St. Martin of Tours)—a 

framed print with the clothes appliqued from actual cloth. 

The range of images in wall shrines and statues was more 

restricted, and I would not expect it to expand greatly with a larger 

sample. In the instance of yard statues, this might be explained by 

the smaller selection of weatherproof designs available; but statues in 

wall shrines are generally on a covered porch inside a closed case. It 

may be added that other types of doorside image—tile or plaster 

plaques—appeared from casual observation to contain a similar 



Table 6.3 

Iconography of Hispanic Yard Shrines 

Holy Personage ^ 
(in English and Spanish) 

Times used 
as princi
pal image 

Total 
times 
used 

n=48 % 2 n=85 % 2 

St. Jude (San Judas Taddeo) 12 25.0 24 28 .2 

Virgin Mary, Blessed Mary (La Virgen) 12 25.0 14 16 .5 

Our Lady of Guadalupe (La Virgen de 
Guadalupe, La Virgen Morena) 9 . 18.8 12 14 .1 

St. Martin of Porres (San Martin 
de Porres) 

5 10.4 12 14 .1 

Sacred Heart of Jesus (Sagrada 
Corazon) 0 0 7 8 .2 

Holy Infant of Atocha (Santo Nino 
de Atocha) 

4 8.3 4 4 .7 

Christ Crucified, Christ on the 
Cross (El Sefior) 

1 2.1 2 2 .4 

St. Francis Xavier (San Francisco 
Xavier) 

0 0 2 2 .4 

Our Lady of Charity (La Caridad) 1 1 .18 

Our Lady of Miracles (La Milagrosa) 1 2.1 1 1 .18 

Our Lady of Montserrat (La Virgen 
de Montserrat) 

1 2.1 1 1 .18 

the Pieta (not named by informant) 1 1 .18 

St. Barbara (Santa Barbara) 1 2.1 1 1 .18 

St. Joseph (referred to only in 
English) 

1 2.1 1 1 .18 

St. Lucy (referred to only in English) 1 2.1 1 1 .18 

"San Martin Caballero," i.e., St. 
Martin of Tours (referred to only 
in Spanish) 

1 1 .18 

*Wall shrines were not counted. 

^Rounding error creates totals over 100.0 to 100.1%. 



Table 6.4 

Iconography of Yard Statues 

(Ethnic group of owner was not ascertained.) 

Holy personage n=34 % 

Jesus 13 38.2 

Monks; unidentified 
male figures 

12 35.3 

St. Jude 4 11.8 

Virgin Mary 4 11.8 

Unidentified 
female figures 

' 1 2.9 

Table 6.5 

Iconography of Wall Shrines 

Holy personage n=ll 

Jesus 4 36.4 

Virgin of Guadalupe 3 27.3 

Virgin Mary 2 18.2 

Virgin of Charity 1 9.1 

St. Jude 1 9.1 

^Rounding error creates total of 100.1%. 



selection. The most unusual example I know of is the color print of a 

guardian angel which was cut from a calendar, in the frame formerly 

used for a photo of John F. Kennedy, and hung on the porch wall beside 

the door. 

How the Saint is Chosen 

What seems necessary to the choice of any holy being as a 

votive object is the belief that requests—whether for ongoing sponsor

ship or specific help—will be received with empathy. Empathy may be 

inferred from the holy one's personal or regional associations as they 

correspond to one's own; equally it may be inferred from the holy one's 

reputation for having helped in cases like one's own; or the two 

inferences may overlap. Judging from the Tucson evidence, efficacy is 

the more common ground of choice. 

Sources of Personal Affinity 

One informant, who acquired his statue when it was about to be 

discarded by a church, told me, "I didn't want St. Joseph to be thrown 

away" (Fig. 5.9 above). Another informant, blind and seriously ill, felt 

that the crucified Christ would empathize with her suffering. Such, 

often, is the emotional quality of the relationship between devotee and 

saint. Bases of personal identification include the saint's life history 

or human role as well as his or her ethnic and regional associations. 

Among "life history" or "role" cases we may cite St. Lucy, blinded 

during her martyrdom, who is prayed to for eye trouble; St. Joseph, 

father of Jesus, the counterpart of all fathers; the Holy Child of 
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Atocha, one of a number of "localized" manifestations of child Jesus 

who intervene for children. Ethnic or regional cases found in Tucson 

include St. Martin of Porres, the Virgin of Guadalupe, and St. Francis 

Xavier. These latter three may be more fully described as examples of 

the process of identification. 

St. Martin of Porres—in life a Dominican friar of seventeenth-

century Colonial Lima, Peru, who has become that country's patron of 

social justice—was of mixed race. Depicted in his black-and-white 

habit and with a brown face, he seems to be venerated here by those of 

strong Indian heritage and particularly humble worldly position. The 

Virgin of Guadalupe, of course, is one of Mexico's national symbols 

(Fig. 5.7 above). The story of her appearance there to an Indian, 

shortly after the Conquest, has functioned ever since as a metaphor of 

reconciliation. At the same time—for "la Virgen Morena" has a brown 

face too—she is the champion of the ordinary Mexican rather than the 

Conquistadors or their powerful descendants. 

Our most fully "local" saint is one who is called, but not 

altogether identified with, St. Francis Xavier, founder of the Jesuit 

order. His cult in the Sonoran region carries a strong undertone of 

veneration for Father Eusebio Kino (fl. 1760), who established the 

Spanish mission chain in Sonora and venerated, as his patron saint, St. 

Francis Xavier. The Sonoran St. Francis is most strongly venerated at 

Magdalena, Sonora, where the bones of Father Kino are displayed. St. 

Francis is depicted lying dead in a glass coffin, a reference to the 

uncorruptible body of St. Francis Xavier. As a last touch, and one 
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completely characteristic of the tendency of popular hagiography, St. 

Francis Xavier wears not the black Jesuit habit but the brown habit of 

Franciscans—the order of St. Francis of Assisi. 

The Saint's Reputation 

St. Jude and the Virgin, the most popular Tucson personages, 

are two whose existence is not based in a certain geographic region, 

nor is their power limited to specific cases such as eye trouble. 

Characteristics are ascribed to them which make them particularly 

suitable as helpers in a wide range of circumstances. 

St. Jude (San Judas Taddeo), strongly venerated since the late 

eighteenth century, was a disciple of Jesus about whom little is known 

(Fig. 5.1 above). His very obscurity, coupled with his high status as a 

disciple, seem to have led to the conclusion that he has great unused 

powers of intervention. He has become one of the most powerful saints 

(elsewhere as in Tucson) and is invoked for, as one informant put it, 

"despairing cases." 

A central basis of the Marian cult is her status as the 

archetypal nurturer, the source of compassion, understanding, and for

giveness. (See Turner and Turner, 1978, 140-170, for a discussion of 

the development of Marian associations that does justice to their 

complexity.) Informants told me that she "protects from hostility and 

forgives sins" and that one of her incarnations, La Caridad ("charity"), 

"takes care of poor people." 

However, during the Middle Ages Mary was also depicted as a 

ruler of heaven (Rothkrug 1979, 27)j and in our time her apparitions may 



deliver a stern warning (Turner and Turner 1978, 209). In general, 

authority seems to connect with efficacy in the reputation of holy 

personages. The adult Jesus (usually the Sacred Heart), depicted since 

at least the Middle Ages as a judge of souls, was acquired by one 

informant to "protect the house" (Fig. 5.6 above). Another described 

him as "the boss": "Sagrado Corazon is the boss of the house—if you 

want a good marriage, anything, you have to ask him." Both this 

informant and another characterized St. Jude similarly. The latter 

informant had had a lifelong relationship with him stemming from her 

family's devotion, and she described both his helpfulness and his 

demandingness, the two aspects of power. He made it possible for her 

and her husband to acquire their house (a statement I heard from 

several informants). But once when they forgot to turn on the light in 

his shrine, her husband's truck malfunctioned the next day. 

Aesthetics, Identity, and Authority 

The holy image is not arbitrarily designed. It must, first, 

identify the personage through his or her unique atttributes and, 

second, serve as an adequate visual equivalent of the spiritual 

authority the personage is supposed to have. 

Both statues and the few printed images I observed follow a 

broadly consistent style. Excepting a very few Baroque-type "emotive" 

poses, the style's aesthetic conventions appear to date back to 

nineteenth-century religious art (Stoller 1977, 90)—notably a facial 

and bodily "sweet" inexpressiveness that makes the figures more doll

like than sculpture-like (see Fig. 6.1). (A parallel effect is obtained 



Fig. 6.1. Nineteenth-Century Image Style, 
Tucson Yard Shrine. 



in prints by pastel coloration and a similar, idealized portrayal of the 

face and body.) Statues were rarely designed in any modern idiom (e.g., 

"large-eyed," "ethnic," or semi-abstract) or in imitation of Spanish or 

New Mexican folk art (as through the use of rough-hewn surfaces or 

non-naturalistic body proportions). 

It is their dress and paraphernalia, rather than any individual

ity of face or form, which make one personage differ from another. All 

versions of Mary wear a mantle and, if polychromed, something blue; 

men are bearded; monks are tonsured and wear a habit; other figures 

carry swords or clubs or, in the case of St. Lucy, their eyes on a 

plate. Realism is, for shrine statues, mostly an attention to detail, 

for yard statues mostly a matter of the figure's stance or gesture. 

Humanness is denoted, not expressed. St. Lucy's eyes on a plate can be 

contemplated with very little visual shock. 

That this is so suggests something about the depiction's intent. 

As in the medieval Gothic art from which it appears to derive at one 

remove (Stoller 1977, 90), this style means neither to bring the holy 

personage to life for us, nor to evoke our sympathy or attachment 

toward its individual nature; rather, it tranquilly recalls what is 

already known and creates a credible, authoritative vehicle for prayer 

(Wroth 1982, 21-34). If prayer is a calling down of power, then the 

image, in order to serve, must command an equivalent power. If it is 

granted that suitable power—or, properly, authority—cannot come from 

factors like expressiveness or individuality that would make the image 

an end in itself, how is such authority to be depicted in a formally 
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convincing way? An appropriate kind of authority can come from visual 
/ 

"orthodoxy," exactitude, adherence to tradition. (This is analogous to 

the authority of a prayer or spell.) In other words, the viewer can 

know the image is a potentially effective one because it has the proper 

accoutrements quite recognizably depicted, and because many similar 

images have already been seen. It is necessary that all holy 

personages look somewhat alike. 

Images and Veneration 

We have seen that the purpose of veneration is to establish a 

channel of communication between oneself and supernatural power (God). 

This power may take the form of an ongoing presence or, more often, it 

may be summoned in response to a specific need. It appears to be 

looked on as present in shrines but not in freestanding yard statues. 

In shrines, the holy personage—saint, Mary, or Jesus—fulfills the role 

of intermediary or helper. (Foster [1967c, 229-230] reports the use of 

the Spanish palanca, "lever," with this connotation.) What is sought is 

assurance that the holy personage has both an empathic basis for 

helping us and the power to do so. This assurance is not looked for in 

an historically accurate knowledge of the saint's life, nor in an 

artistically powerful depiction, but rather in the emblematic and the 

familiar both as to circumstance and as to image. 



CHAPTER 7 

VISUAL IMPACT AND THE SPATIAL 
WORLD OF SHRINES 

Shrines have a devotional purpose but yard statues most often 

do not. Further, there are demographic differences between shrine and 

statue owners, and in the role of the two artifacts in the household's 

life. In a consideration of visual impact, however, the contrast is 

between freestanding yard shrines and all other artifact types. Both 

style and spatial placement will be examined and evaluated as aspects 

of the phenomenon of conspicuousness. 

Style 

The shrine shelters its holy image; the yard statue sets forth 

that image boldly (above, Figs. 5.2, 5.3, 5.5; Fig. 5.8). The presence 

of an enclosure around the shrine image leads to a sense of separation 

between image and viewer; the absence of enclosure, in the case of 

statues, lends immediacy to the image's presence. Symbolically, this 

dimension may be thought of in terms of threshold and the absence of 

threshold (Deffontaines 1948, 31; Gennep 1960, 15-25). Visually, the 

yard statue with its crisp silhouette asserts itself in a way that the 

shrine-statue, tending to melt into the background of its enclosure, 

does not (Fig. 7.1). This lack of immediate visual intelligibility, too, 

creates an impression of hiddenness, mystery. The impression is 

enforced by the image's accoutrements and by its accessory objects such 
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as tinsel, candles, animal statues. Because of the smallness of these 

details one must come close to "read" them as what they are, and even 

then their presence must be interpreted symbolically rather than being 

self-explanatory. Through these narrative elements, and through its 

visual complexity, the shrine can be seen as implying a content, story, 

or meaning which the yard statue's simpler and more self-evident single 

human figure cannot. Interestingly, the wall shrine also tends toward 

visual simplicity with an emphasis on the human figure and its gesture 

(above, Fig. 5.6). 

The View from the Street 

Rarely is a shrine or statue entirely hidden from the view of 

passersby, but the line of sight from artifact to street tends to be 

obscured somewhat by plant material or a front-boundary fence (Table 

7.1). The strength of visual impact upon the passing viewer depends 

not only on the artifact's own intelligibility but also on how clearly 

it can be seen. The rate of near-complete visibility descended, in my 

sample, from that of statues (most visible), through attached shrines, 

freestanding shrines, and wall shrines (least visible). 

When one is standing at the front door, however, the wall 

shrine—with its eye-level, forward-facing figure taking up a relatively 

large area—becomes a commanding object. It makes as clear an impact 

within the limited space around the door as does the yard statue, on 

its pedestal, within the whole yard. Moreover, the image is more 

readily apprehended, less obscured by its shallower shrine enclosure, 

than is the case with most yard shrines. 



Table 7.1 

Estimated Visibility of Shrine or Statue from Street 

Visibility Artifact Type 

Wall Freestanding Attached Statues 
(n=ll) (n=96) (n=30) (n=34) 

% n % n % 1 n %1 

100% or 
almost 100% 

1 9.1 22 22.9 13 43.3 20 58.8 

More than 50% — — 47 49.0 13 43.3 8 23.5 

50% or less 9 81.8 19 19.8 4 13.3 6 17.6 

Almost none 1 9.1 5 5.2 — — — — 

0% — — 3 3.1 — — — 

''Rounding error creates total of 99.9%. 
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In contrast, the freestanding yard shrine, when viewed from the 

street, most often appears visually recessive (Fig. 7.2). Lower to the 

ground and in many cases less absolutely visible, it also does not 

capture the eye by standing in a clearly-defined relationship to any 

other architectural feature, as do wall and attached shrines. These 

assimilate visually to the larger feature of the house wall, and take 

part in its high visibility, by lying in its plane. Over forty per cent 

of freestanding shrines are placed at an indefinite diagonal between 

house and street (Table 7.2). Nor do they gain the emphasis of directly 

confronting the viewer (fewer than half do), as do other shrines and 

more than three-fourths of all yard statues (Table 7.2). 

A final dimension of visibility and visual emphasis, then, is 

where the shrine or statue stands on its site. (Fig. 7.3 illustrates 

the range of positions that occurred within the sample.) As shown in 

Fig. 7.3, the front-yard space can be considered as a whole or can be 

evenly subdivided by various axes. (Occasionally the artifact is placed 

in relation to a side door, when then becomes the "main door" of Fig. 

7.3.) Symmetry is placement equidistant from the yard boundaries or 

sub-boundaries. Table 7.3 demonstrates that this is the commonest 

placement for the yard statue and, in effect, for the attached shrine. 

Two-thirds of all yard statues are centered on at least a side-to-side 

axis. But few freestanding shrines and no wall shrines are placed sym

metrically. 

To the extent that symmetry or centered placement can be 

considered a position of emphasis, attached shrines and statues receive 
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Fig. 7.2. Typical Yard-Shrine Site, Tucson. 



Table 7.2 

Facing Direction of Shrine or Statue Relative to Street 

(All wall and attached shrines faced directly onto street.) 

Facing 
Direction 

Freestanding shrine Yard statue 

n=96 % n=34 % 

Directly toward street 

Diagonally toward street 

Right angle to street 

Diagonally away from street 

Back to street 

Other (statues grouped informally) 

45 

39 

7 

3 

2 

46.9 

40.6 

7.3 

3.1 

2 . 1  

26 

6 

0 

0 

0 

2 

76.5 

17.6 

0 

0 

0 

5.9 
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Fig. 7.3. Locations of Shrine or Statue on Site. 



Table 7.3 

Placement of Shrines and Statues on Lot 

Position 
Wall Freestanding Attached Yard 

Position 
shrine shrine shrine statue 

n=ll % n=96 % n=30 % n=34 % 

Centered 
side-to-side 

0 0 12 12.5 13 43.3 8 23.5 

Nearer middle 
(e.g., door) 

9 81.8 34 35.4 6 20.0 10 29.4 

Nearer edge 
(e.g., side lot 2 18.2 47 49.0 11 36.7 2 5.9 
line) 

Centered 
side-to-side 
and front-to-

— 3 3.1 — 14 41.2 

back , 
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this emphasis and freestanding shrines do not (Fig. 7.4). It is possible 

to consider that wall shrines receive similar emphasis by their 

frequent proximity to the door, itself a feature that is often centered 

and in any case likely to attract attention. (Note that, again, the 

sphere of visibility for wall shrines appears to be the door area 

rather than the whole yard.) Freestanding shrines showed the greatest 

latitude of placement. Unlike statues, they sometimes stood closer to 

the front lot-line than to the house (11.4 per cent), often between the 

side wall of the house and the side property line (47.3 per cent). 

Enclosure and Visual Seclusion 

All types of shrine and statue site had high rates of enclosure 

by fence, wall, or hedge (Table 7.4), higher even than the average of 

those found by Arreola (1982) for Hispanic-majority census tracts in 

general (Table 7.5). The degree of preference for chain-link fences is 

almost identical in this study and his. Among shrine types, the 

enclosure rate for wall-shrine sites was lower, and almost all the few 

hedges that were used occurred on freestanding-shrine sites. 

If wall shrines tend to be the most secluded from the street 

by vegetation, a porch, and so forth (above, Table 7.1), how is it that 

they are less likely to be on a site whose boundary is fenced? In 

fact, walls and fences on shrine and statue sites are not usually 

visually secluding. Either the enclosure material (wire, iron, wooden 

rail) or the height (solid walls rarely exceed three feet) make it 

possible clearly to view the site. The effect, rather than of 

seclusion, is of emphasis on the site boundary (above, right photo in 
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Fig. 7.4. Differentiation of Artifacts by Location on Site. 



Table 7.4 

Enclosure of Shrine and Statue Sites 

Enclosure 
Type 

Artifact Type 

Wall 
(n=ll) 

Attached 
(n=30) 

Freestanding 
(n=96) 

Statues 
(n=34) 

% % •  % 1 

Fence 7 63.6 16 53.3 54 56.2 21 61.8 
chain link 5 45.4 13 43.3 41 42.7 13 38.2 
other 2 18.2 3 10.0 13 13.5 8 23.5 

6 17.6 
Masonry or __ __ 15>6 

part-masonry 

Hedge — 1 3.3 6 6.2 0 0 

No enclosure 4 36.4 7 23.3 21 21.9 7 20.6 

''Rounding error creates total of 99.9%. 



Table 7.5 

Enclosure of Site Among Artifact-Holders vs. General Population 

Statue- and All sites in 
shrine-owner-sites 5 high-Hispanic 

in 46 tracts tracts * 

/ of sxtes , g-n r 
n , 73.1 62.6 
fenced 

% of fences , 
76.6 71.4 

chain-link 

^Source for high-Hispanic tracts: D. D. Arreola (1982). 
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Fig. 7.1). In this connection the association of hedges with freestand

ing shrines, though based on few examples, is suggestive. The lack of 

visual emphasis given to shrines in other respects, as discussed above, 

does not conflict with the greater visual barrier offered by hedges 

that averaged, in the study sample, four to five feet tall (Fig. 7.5). 

In the case of wall shrines, it may be that the space to which the 

object is intuitively related by its owner is not the whole front yard 

(as would be the case for other artifacts) but only the dooryard or 

porch. The relatively low site-enclosure rate would be accounted for 

in part by the site boundaries' being outside this area of concern. 

Cons picuousnes s 

Types of artifact show differences in the way they are placed 

in relationship to site boundaries, house, door, and street, and in the 

degree to which they are visible from outside the lot. Artifacts may 

also be said to differ in overall visual complexity and in the degree 

of ease with which the holy image can be understood visually. A 

tendency of these variations is toward an overall difference of visual 

effect among artifacts and, in particular, between freestanding yard 

shrines and other artifact types. 

The visual effect can be simply enough characterized as con-

spicuousness. Freestanding shrines show up less in the yard than do 

statues, attached shrines and (near the door) wall shrines. The 

question then becomes, conspicuousness to what end? 

Shrines and statues might as easily be kept out of sight in the 

back yard, or confined to rural roadsides unassociated with any 



Fig. 7.5. Least-Conspicuous Yard Shrine, Tucson. 
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particular household. That they are located instead in individual front 

yards suggests their potential, at least, for communications from 

household to passerby (Cooper 1967, 274; also see Goffman 1959, 

196-140, for a somewhat inexplicit treatment). Further, these 

artifacts are what are called, in semiotics, signs—entities that 

substitute for other entities by impinging on the senses to present a 

referent (some sort of content or meaning) beyond themselves (Weinreich 

1968, 164-165). 

In Table 7.6 (summarized from Tables 6.1 and 6.2 above) is 

presented one type of content, the venerational associations of shrines 

and yard statues. For statues, these are quite limited. This type of 

statue as an object, further, is visually simple. Impact comes from 

its conspicuous presence and, perhaps, its easily understood human 

referent rather than from any complexity or distinguishing details, 

which are often obscured by their one-color treatment and coarse 

rendering in concrete. But impact the statues do have, and usually 

they share it with two other significant site features, the house and 

the boundary enclosure. It is possible to interpret the statue as 

bringing its visual and positional dominance and saintly authority to 

bear on the already present separation of inside from outside. In its 

quick apprehensibility it seems more a signal to the passerby as to 

correctly respectful attitude and behavior than as an invitation to 

contemplate the image's identity and devotional content. 



Table 7.6 

Summary of Venerative Associations 

Association Wall 
shrine 

Freestanding 
shrine 

Attached 
shrine 

Yard 
statue 

(n=5) (n=34) (n=14) (n=14) 

Number of behavior types 

Veneration 
behavior 1 3 3 0 
present 

Per cent of responses 

Religious 
motivation 
for erecting 
artifact: 

Vow 20.0 52.5 15.8 0 

Protection 
of house 

60.0 0 10.5 0 

Devotion 
to saint 

0 10.0 21.1 33.3 

Subtotal 80.0 62.5 47.4 33.3 

No religious 
motivation 20.0 37.5 52.6 66.7 
stated 
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A Typology of Visual Dominance 

I have already noted some similarities of statues to wall 

shrines in regard to visual simplicity, relative emphasis on the image, 

and dominance over the viewer's awareness within a specified area. 

Indeed, three of the five wall shrines in the sample were explicitly 

said to serve as protection for the house, a motive we can only infer 

in the case of yard statues. If the motive in each instance is similar, 

it may be based, for wall shrines, in a more vivid sense of the saint's 

spiritual reality, since almost half the statues owners did not 

describe themselves as religiously active (Chapter 4). 

Within these dimensions the attached shrine seems to occupy a 

composite position, having some traits of each other type. Freestanding 

shrines, however, present—compared to wall shrines and statues—the 

contrast of visual complexity and positional obscurity. It is difficult 

to reconcile them to ideas of dominating or protecting the site, and 

the subtlety of their presence in many instances seems to invite the 

passing viewer, becoming aware of them gradually, to focus on their 

content. 

The freestanding yard shrine relates ambiguously to site, 

house, boundary, and street. The image or images stand within an 

edifice that is unconnected to the house either physically or, most 

often, in form or spatial orientation. Its holy image does not visually 

assimilate either the whole site or the house as part of its sense of 

enclosure. The houselike edifice, complete in itself, can almost be 

said to compete with or offer an alternative to the "real" house. 
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Having presented and characterized, over the last four 

chapters, the spectrum of religious yard artifacts, it is time to draw 

together their threads of religious, spatial, and social meanings; to 

conclude; and to look to the future. 



CHAPTER 8 

THE SHRINE AS SYMBOL 

The shrine is a symbolic object on the landscape. Into its 

physical appearance, its location in space, and the behavior of persons 

toward it are gathered a number of meanings that can be characterized 

as elusive, subtle, and shifting. If this were not their character no 

symbol would be needed; rather, they could be stated didactically 

(Clark 1970, 639). The interesting task of this study has been 

attempting to identify and bring together the body of empirically-docu-

mentable information which the shrine as symbol refers to. 

Hypotheses about religious yard artifacts and their owners 

(Chapter 1) were not contradicted. Sometimes within the limitation of 

a very small sample (wall shrines; statue owners), almost every point 

received a degree of confirmation. In some cases further research is 

needed. Even in others where indications are strong, it is a long way 

to an explanation. To date, as I began this study by noting, this way 

is little traveled by researchers, much less by theorists. It will 

have been the contribution of this study, at its conclusion, rather to 

raise questions than to answer them. 

Findings of the Study 

Shrines date from antiquity in our Western Christian tradition, 

and they seem to have occurred then for much the same reasons and in 
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most of the same locations as today. As a house for holy images, the 

shrine serves to locate spiritual power, to make it present so that 

human beings can use it to help them in their lives. Formalized 

respect behaviors, or veneration, are offered to the holy personage for 

his or her help in obtaining pov?ep< The appearance of image and shrine 

may be analyzed as contributing to the personage's spiritual authority. 

Whether cemetery, urban street, or rural roadside, each site 

observed in the study could be interpreted as a location where 

strangers regularly pass. The only type of site where no shrine was 

seen was the off-road village at the end of a dirt track. The typical 

church or chapel here, housing a congregation identified with the 

community, stood in contrast to the shrine which a family or individual 

put up in other settings. Though it was not surprising that the shrine, 

as a gesture of personal initiative, appeared in the yards of private 

dwellings, it was not at all obvious initially how shrines came to 

appear only in certain yards. 

Spatially, the salient feature of Tucson yard shrines was that 

almost all of them could be seen from the street. Where their owners 

might easily have placed them invisibly to the public in back yards, or 

behind high hedges or walls in the front yard, virtually no one did so. 

However, as hypothesized, there were differences in conspicuousness as 

in other factors among shrine types, and between these and the 

religious yard statue with which I compared them. 

Freestanding yard shrines can be contrasted with all other 

artifacts. They were often placed in a less visible location in the 
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yard and in weaker relationship to main architectural features. 

Further, their visual complexity made them harder to decipher than were 

the relatively simple single images of wall shrines and, especially, 

yard statues. 

Parallel to this difference in visual impact was a difference 

in motive for putting up the shrine or statue. I hypothesized that 

most shrines would have been acquired in response to a particular 

occasion, and it proved that freestanding yard shrines were highly 

associated with an instance of material gain, usually the house. But 

other shrines, and yard statues, more often seemed intended to 

establish the presence of spiritual power in general, in order to carry 

out a devotion to the saint or to protect the house. For a majority of 

attached shrines and yard statues, however, the motive was not venera-

tional but secular. 

Artifact distribution and owner demographic traits also varied 

by type. Hispanic shrines and statues were overwhelmingly a phenomenon 

of blue-collar-Hispanic census tracts. But where shrines occurred at a 

higher rate per capita in tracts of Hispanic majority, this was not true 

of statues. At the same time, Hispanic shrine owners, unlike statue 

owners, were (as hypothesized) somewhat more likely than their Hispanic 

neighbors to live next door to a non-Hispanic. 

Also as hypothesized, Tucson shrine owners, like statue owners 

and to a much higher degree than the general Hispanic population, were 

likely to be Mexican-American, own their own homes, and hold blue-

collar jobs. All shrine owners but fewer than two-thirds of statue 
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owners described themselves as active Catholics. Though statue owners 

were somewhat more likely to hold white-collar jobs (and a few had 

businesses), the degree of difference does not mark the two as separate 

populations* 

More to the point for that purpose is the place of origin of 

shrine and statue owners. In contrast to other Hispanics, a majority of 

all artifact-owner households had a foreign-born member. But over 

three-fourths of shrine-owner couples had a member from a village or 

the countryside, while all statue owners were city born. 

It is possible to put these findings together to form an 

overall interpretation, however tentative, of the yard-shrine 

phenomenon. 

Territoriality and Holiness 

The front yard is the space that both separates and joins the 

household and the community (Cooper 1967, 264). As a separator, it can 

be looked upon as "defensible space," not only as a tactical area but a 

symbolic device for conveying to passersby the limits of use and 

behavior within which they are expected to confine themselves as they 

approach the private area of the dwelling (Newman 1972, 51ff). The 

configuration of the yard as spatially relating house to street, and 

objects in the yard as offering a barrier, form part of this message 

(ibid.). In this way territoriality is established in its definition as 

preferential use of the resources of a site (Dyson-Hudson and Smith 

1978). The presence of strangers creates the need for boundaries. 
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In this framework, the highly intelligible and conspicuous type 

of shrine or statue may be seen as a signal. In the semiotic sense, 

this is a special class of sign (sensorily-perceptible object referring 

to something outside itself) whose purpose is to evoke action in the 

receiver (Weinreich 1968, 167). In this case the action is that of 

"behaving oneself" on or near another's property. However, shrine and 

statue sites exhibit a high rate of largely symbolic enclosure, even 

relative to that of Hispanic-occupied areas in general (Chapter 7). It 

is difficult to understand why the artifact (as a boundary signal) is 

felt to be needed in addition to the fence or, if it is, why the need is 

not demonstrated by more general use of such artifacts. It seems 

arguable that the shrine or statue is added because it has something to 

add to the message of the boundary, but only for some of those sending 

the message. 

Isaac (1961) has suggested referring to the religious content of 

religious landscape elements in order to understand their spatial 

meaning. Primarily, the shrine or statue is the image of a holy 

personage, an iconic sign for the presence of spiritual power. By this 

presence, the space occupied becomes sacred space (Eliade 1965, 21ff). 

It will be seen at once what power, for the believer, is given to the 

homesite by making it a sacred space. To violate it, whether 

physically by robbery or mayhem, or psychically by rudeness or ill-

wishing, would be blasphemy. Put another way, the inviolability of the 

home rests upon neither physical restraint nor man-man law but upon 
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the authority of a primary world order, religion, whose ordering 

principle is the distinction between sacred and profane (ibid.)* 

Yard Statues; The Decay of Holiness 

However, as has been shown, that artifact which demonstrated 

the greatest number of traits of conspicuousness was also least 

associated with religious practice: the yard statue (Chapter 6). It 

can be said, of course, that the religious reference of these statues is 
.V 

in many cases vestigial, providing a rationale for the use of a holy 

image but bearing little relationship to intent or meaning as such 

statues are actually placed in yards. This would be an instance of 

Eliade's "degradation of symbols," where the use and imposingness of an 

object (or, presumably, image) persist after the original set of associ

ations is lost (1968, 369ff). Eliade gives as example the now-lost 

fertility connotations of pearls and precious stones. 

Other than in religious practice, what differences are to be 

found between shrine and statue owners? I would not argue that a 

person who put up a shrine would not put up a statue, or vice-versa. 

But, in central tendency, statue owners are somewhat closer than shrine 

owners to Tucson's Hispanic population at large, and more nearly 

randomly distributed among them (Chapter 4). Importantly, statue 

owners are urbanites in their origin. The majority of shrine owners can 

be looked at not only as persons from the "old country," but those who, 

by moving to Tucson from their Mexican origin, have changed from a 

village or rural setting to an urban one (Chapter 4). This is a reason 
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for looking at religious artifacts in Mexican villages and also, 

briefly, at traditional non-urban societies. 

Yard Shrines; Tradition and the 
Shrine-Owning Household 

The traditional world of landowners, peasants, and artisans, 

especially in the Mediterranean and Latin America, has been persua

sively described as one where individuals and nuclear-family units must 

subsist economically on their share of a fixed total of resources 

(Foster 1967a for this and following discussion). Moreover, the value 

of thes& resources is determined outside the community as part of a 

larger economic system (Embree 1939, quoted in Foster 1967b, 3). This 

leads to a premise that, not just economically but socially and 

personally, the total cannot be changed, and one man's gain is 

another's loss: what Foster calls the premise of "limited good" 

(1967a). Since (realistically) wealth cannot be increased by hard work, 

acquisitions are suspect and must be explained by reference to an 

external force. Sickness can be interpreted as the "stealing" of one's 

measure of good health by another, hence notions of the evil eye and 

the need to protect oneself and one's premises from those around one. 

This, along with a similarly competitive outlook on love and friendship, 

limits relationships outside the nuclear family. It also tends to 

formalize those within it into roles whose share of attention and 

respect is well defined (Chapter 4). Such structuring, within and 

without the household, can be seen as helping to neutralize the 

tensions created by inevitable gains and losses. Other devices, such as 
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"flctlve kinship" bonds among persons of different households, and 

"patronage-clientage" relations between wealthy and poor, circumvent to 

some degree the constrictions of poverty and the tendency to emotional 

and social isolation (Foster 1967c, 222-230; Fustel de Coulanges 1922, 

272-276; Mintz and Wolf 1967). In particular, "ritual expenditure"—the 

device by which a household that has acquired wealth restores itself to 

community acceptability through spending some of the gain on a 

religious occasion—has both neutralizing and bonding functions (Wolf 

1959, 215-216). Achieving material gain is given a positive meaning for 

oneself and the community by being placed in a spiritual context. 

From a locale and a setting for which these "limited good" 

patterns have been described come a majority of shrine owners. I feel 

it is safe to regard the "limited good" world view and its behaviors as 

fairly widely influential in the densely blue-collar enclaves where 

most shrine owners live. In the description of "limited good" and its 

outcomes it is possible to recognize points of rapport with shrine-

owning households and with the shrine custom—the highly developed 

family roles, the "family friends" (fictive kin?) who help create the 

shrine, the patron-client model on which relations with the saints are 

still based (Chapters 4 and 5). Too, a theoretical basis is provided 

for the need of a presence to protect one's home ground, since 

outsiders may have the "evil eye," the capacity to take away one's 

share of good things. And, I submit, in ritual expenditure is found an 

explanation of that type of artifact which often does not appear to 

have a territorial role, the freestanding yard shrine. 
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Over half of these were associated with a material gain, most 

often acquisition of the house (Chapter 6). If those achieving the gain 

do in fact participate in the "limited good" world view, and expect 

their neighbors to do so as well, then they have reason for wishing to 

place their otherwise-threatening acquisition in a safe framework of 

explanation. Not their efforts but those of the saint on their behalf 

—a patron, an external force—produced the wealth. Further, the 

owners distribute their gain by presenting the neighborhood with a 

costly and often beautiful object of religious significance. The 

somewhat visually retired placement of the shrine and its images 

supports the idea that its primary intended audience is the neighbors, 

who have opportunities for frequent slow perusal of the site. Intui

tively, a non-assertive effect accords with the stated message. Even 

the placement of the images within a confining or sheltering edifice 

can be seen as modeling the shrine household's submission—to the saint 

and, perhaps, the larger group. 

The Audience, the Wall Shrine, 
and the Stranger 

Other artifact types, too, may be analyzed in terms of their 

intended audience. In the case of the statue, its range of visibility 

makes it clearly available to all passersby, not just those attuned to 

the possibility of its presence; and it is not demonstrably more 

prevalent in areas of high-Hispanic population (Chapter 4). I have 

suggested, also, that its emphasis on the human figure (without the 

visual and cognitive complications of shrine edifice, prominent symbolic 
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see (Chapter 7). These are arguments in favor of a general audience, 

not just an Hispanic and religious one. The statue's commandingly 

placed human figure does not seem to me to require special information 

to be responded to, but to be self-explanatory as a sentinel over the 

property. By the same reasoning, the wall shrine (of which three out 

of five were explicitly described as meant to protect the house; 

Chapter 6) would be a similarly-intended artifact whose audience, 

however, is the same Hispanic Catholic one as for freestanding shrines. 

Besides the similar highly-detailed imagery, owner characteristics, and 

concentration of examples in high-Hispanic areas, placement of wall 

shrines at the door suggests an audience of those most likely to come 

to the door. 

Conjecturally, it also reflects a different spatial definition 

of inside and outside, where the line is drawn around the house rather 

than at the lot boundary. This configuration brings to mind the 

starting point of our investigation, the Mexican village of the type 

whose houses do not stand on visually demarcated individual lots 

(Chapter 4). Such villages have been described, including the gathering 

of their holy-image collections into central church and social-center 

altars, with no apparent outdoor (often no indoor) house shrines 

(Camara 1952, especially p. 153). In such villages (Camara's "centripe

tal" villages), few strangers are dealt with and transactions remain 

within the homogeneous group; there is a dominance of community-level 

strictures and self-identification rather than a family-level or 
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individual one (Camara 1952; Diaz and Potter 1967, 161). To the extent 

that this generalization holds, there is not the degree of individual 

autonomy and separateness that would make it possible to assert the 

homesite as a sacred place apart from the communal ones. Further, in 

such a village out of all the environments I have examined, there are 

not the strangers present, whom I have postulated as bringing about the 

occurrence of shrines and statues. 

These strangers may now be identified, in Tucson's Hispanic 

neighborhoods, as those non-Hispanics next to whom shrine owners are 

more likely than their Hispanic non-shrine-owning neighbors to live 

(Chapter 4). Though the messages that shrines convey—about the 

homesite's protectedness from harm, or the basically spiritual nature 

of the owner's material gains—appear to be intended for the audience 

of cultural peers, it is seemingly the presence of outsiders that 

necessitates such messages to begin with. Heterogeneity can give rise 

to the question of who belongs and who does not, and confuse the 

meaning of activities, gestures, and signs by which positions within a 

community might otherwise be conveyed. It would seem that in a very 

specific way those living nearest the "outsider" more often feel 

stimulated to assert their inside status. 

Attached Shrines and the 
Artifact Typology 

Throughout the study, attached shrines maintained an interest

ing ambiguity. In the degree to which they are associated with 

veneration (Chapter 6), in how well they can be seen from the street 
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and how likely they are to be symmetrically placed (Chapter 7), they 

ranked somewhere between freestanding shrines and yard statues. 

Formally they were linked to wall shrines (Chapter 5) and in motive 

they shared responses with all other types (Chapter 6). Although I 

have de-emphasized it for the purposes of this discussion, variability 

exists, of course, within each of the other artifact types as well. 

But the attached shrine suggests a form that is distinctive of 

transition. Somewhere between the yard shrine and the statue, the holy 

image loses its restraining edifice and becomes spatially dominant, 

visually bold, and a good deal less closely connected to the sacred. 

That "somewhere between" appears to be the attached shrine, which 

manages to be both an adjunct of the house and an object of display 

(above, Fig. 4.5(a)). 

The Yard Shrine as a Strategy 
of Adaptation 

By looking at the yard shrine in its place along the spectrum 

of artifacts we have examined, we may see it as occurring at a moment 

of crises in a household's transition from one culture to another. A 

family from rural Mexico moves to the U.S. and confronts our socioeco

nomic system; either they or their descendants who have remained in a 

high-Hispanic neighborhood, at a relatively low educational level, find 

themselves through whatever circumstance with a stake in the new 

socioeconomic system, usually through having acquired one of its most 

potent symbols, a single family dwelling on a separate lot. This 

position of gain, however, must be harmonized with the strictures upon 
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acquisition remaining from the former culture, although the infrastruc

ture of a homogeneous community for dealing with these strictures no 

longer exists. 

This is the transition, I suspect, from pre-industrial village 

Mexico to the U.S.-influenced suburbs of that country and the U.S. 

itself. If, as commentators from Tocqueville to Vance Packard have 

suggested, in Anglo-America an economy dedicated to expansion and a 

society dedicated to individualism meet in a self-definition based on 

income, possessions, personal achievement, and the constant of change, 

the implied contrasts with the traditional society I have just referred 

to are extreme. To the extent that shrine owners are still embedded in 

the old culture, they may create an artifact (such as the wall shrine) 

little influenced by the new stresses, goals, or forms. Yard shrines, 

however, may represent the beginnings of a response. A form already to 

hand in the old cultural repertoire—the shrine of roadsides, 

cemeteries, and other sacred places—has been given a new spatial 

setting, the front yard of a single-family dwelling. This dwelling, 

set apart on its own boundable lot, is itself emblematic of the new 

culture. The shrine is used to treat themes which, given a negative 

value in the old culture, are positively regarded in the new. These 

themes are individualism and material gain. 

Individualism is engaged through the change from community-

level expressions of wealth and status to household-level ones. The 

whole individual site (not just the dwelling with its unseen altar 

indoors) is given the status of a sacred place, a place appropriate to a 
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public display of wealth and success connected to a primary world 

order. Though in one sense the shrine may be an act of deference to 

the quasi-community of neighbors, it is presented on the household's 

turf. Formally, the shrine's individual figures are subordinated to a 

structure, although they gain the prominance of being visible as they 

were not in the closed private chapels of Mexico. As to material 

acquisition, yard shrines like more traditional forms of ritual expendi

ture allow an emphasis on that which they ostensibly refuce. But yard 

shrines may incorporate objects that have no relevance to their 

religious purpose. These objects simply carry high status, like the 

well-known bathtub, or the more unusual example from my study shown 

in Fig. 8.1 below. 

Future Study 

The issue of adaptation to Anglo-American culture continues to 

be fed both by the spread of that culture (as seen in the Mexican 

suburbs of this study) and by influxes of immigrants. Whether or not 

they acquire a stake in the new society, and the nature of that stake, 

must be of interest and concern. Not only Mexican-Americans but other 

"hyphenated Americans" put up yard shrines, and the phenomenon has 

shown a vigorous presence in partly non-Christian plural societies as 

well (Curtis 1980; Prorok 1985). As noted by Arreola (1S85), ethnically 

distinctive landscape manifestations can serve as a diagnostic or index 

of acculturation. 

In the same way, less distinctive artifacts, like the yard 

statue, suggest that the moment of entry into the new culture has been 
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Fig. 8.1. Shrine Made From High-Status Object, Tucson. 
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passed. What this specifically means in relation to a symbolic 

artifact, in my opinion, is that the new values—rather than the new 

customs as such—have been embraced. I have given as examples the 

values of individualism and of material gain. That customs can be 

ignored (as they often are), but values ultimately cannot, suggests a 

role in socioeconomic survival for the latter. To the extent that this 

is so, the study of value-laden behaviors of incoming ethnic groups is 

worth pursuing, and developing in its concepts and methodology. 

Recent events in Iran, Northern Ireland, and the U.S. have 

demonstrated the power of values that are based in a religious world 

order to play themselves out in the political and (for Iran and 

Northern Ireland) the territorial arenas. I have cited writers who 

claim that the religous basis has not really been explored (Isaac 1961) 

at the same time that analysis of symbolic spatial phenomena has 

ignored spatial models to draw largely on language ones (Doxtater 

1984). Accepting these limits may be preventing us from understanding 

clearly the nature and central importance of human territoriality. In 

this study I have drawn together religious, symbolic, and territorial 

elements into a social interpretation. By doing so, I have meant to 

demonstrate the applicability of contextual, spatial, and ideational 

analysis to the study of the symbolic landscape. 



APPENDIX A 

INTERVIEW SCHEDULE FOR SHRINE AND STATUE OWNERS 

Identification Code 

What do you call the shrine? 

When was it built? Year moved into house? 

How did the shrine happen to be built? 

Was there any big change or major event in your family within about a 
year BEFORE or AFTER you put up the shrine? 

How were the statues chosen? 

Where did you get them? 

Who made the shrine? 

How was it decided how the shrine would look? 

Who takes care of the shrine? 

Do you decorate the shrine at times? When and how? 

Do people other than household members use the shrine? 

How active are the household members as Catholics? 

Are there other shrines in the family, or did there use to be? 

Where does the family come from originally? (Both members of oldest 
couple in household.) PROMPT: (1) And what town? (2) And where did 
they live before coming to the U.S.? 

Head of household's occupation 

Sex 

Informant (family position) age date 

OTHER COMMENTS 
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